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eastern news
tell ttie truth and don1t be afraid

nrollment may reach all-time high
•

...-

'f,

now be closer to l: 17," Moody said.
accurate account of the enrollment.
academic affairs, said Tuesday he could
He added that the Board of Governors 1
Taber did say Monday that additional not be sure what the enrollment would be
of classes set to
"ain Wednesday, Eastern's student days were provided this summer to take but that three sections of Introduction to would like to see student-teacher ratios
closer ·to l: 18.
lnrollment may reach as high as the fall care of freshman and transfer student Speech Communications and two sections
A lthough class sizes are increasing and
,
of English Composition I had to be added
1971 record figure .of 8, 790 Glen pre-enrollment.
�
few new sections have been added, a few
An increased effort was made to get to accommodate the additional students.
9illiams, Vice President for Student
upper level courses with low enrollments
the
students on campus
for the
Affairs, said Tuesday.
"We only hired about two additional
are being cancelled so that the teacher
It was announc e d last spring that the pre-registration and to get them ready for part-time teachers for the fall semester,"
will be available to teach a.popular lower
falltenrollment could reach 8,760, just 30 this semester, he said.
Moody said.'
·should Eastern's fall enrollment not
Class sizes have been increased and the , level cause.
less than the record enrollment in 1971.
Sam Taber, dean of student academic reach . the projected enrollment figure, large lecture halls will be used much more
The average class size will probably be
liervices, was more hesitant to release any ·Williams said that the total has already this semester than in the past, he said.
about 25 students with. the exception of
Very few· new sections have been
"1tollment prediction, but said Tuesday surpassed enrollment figures for the past
the large lecture classes, Moody said.
added.
night that he could release a figure three years.
Eastern's heavy enrollment can be
-Eastern'� enrollment during falY 1974
Eastern's reputation as a small school
'tdoesday after Tuesday's paid fee cards
attributed
to
increased recruitment
was 8,035.
. will not change much either, Moody-said,
were processed by the computer.
efforts
by
university/ staff
and
Although
enrollment
was
light "because we are still pretty much a small
He said that it is always difficult to
·administration.
pedict what
the figure
will be Monday, falling short of the . 8,200 school."
The two areas where enrollment will
However,
Moody
said
that
the
•ecause of persons who fail to show up student,i; expected to be enrolled by that
increase the most, and where recruitment
111d those who sometimes walk in the day day, Williams said, enrollment 1'was student-teacher ratio will defi11itely be
was strongest, are ·the freshman class and
ifter Labor Qay.
heavy" Tuesday with more students increased.
transfer students from junior colleges.
It is usually necessary to wait until the expected to enroll Wednesday.
"While Eastern's student-teacher ratio
Quring the last year, efforts were made
10th day roster is published to get' an
Peter Moody, vice president for has in the past been close to l: 16, it will
to contact alnnt every high sdiool in filimis.
·

·

·

·
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Hencken: Dorm occupancy will be highest ever

lounges, iit rooms previously used as
Pearson
Dorm occupancy this semester will singles and in rooms designed as quads.
However, even with the record dorm
reach ' between
4,SSO
and
4,600,
illlrpassing both the record occupancy of occupancy figures, fiencken said, "So far
�000 in Fall 1971 and the normal dorm we have been able to take care of all of
tapacity of 4,205, Louis Hencken, acting our freshmen and sophomores whose
housing director, said Monday.
housing applications we 'have Jeceived,"
The record number of students moving he said.
into the residence halls has created the
It has not been necessary to extend the
need to order bunk beds, extra wardrobes four semester ies. idency requirement for
and desks to accommodate additional those persons under 21 years of age, he
stude nts who will be staying in floor said.

By Debbie

I
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•
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However, juniors and seniors who had
not previously lived in an Eastern
residence hall and who applied for
housing after June l were asked to seek
off-campus hqusing.
Hencken said that although the 100
.
bunk beds which were ordered
have
already been delivered and assembled, it,
may be Sept. ,20 before the extra desk·s
arrive on campus.
The bunk beds are already in rooms in
Carman and in floor lounges in Thomas,
·

Taylor, Lincoln and Douglas Halls. East
Hall,\ the newly created hall, will also have
bunk"beds in every room.
Five persons are being put in tl)e quads
on all of the men floors in Carman HaU
and two people are being placed in some
of the single rooms in Pemberton,
Lawson and Andrews Halls.
Onlr ·one double . room· on campus is
being used as a single.

The housing office was able to fill the
dry floor in Lawson and the quiet floor in
both Andrews and Ford but due to lack ·
of interest no men's dorm will have a dry
floor.
Campus guests will no longer be
housed in Carman Hall because the hall
has been filled for the first time since it
was built in 1967.

Carman South will be entirely men
'while Cannan North will house men on
the second and third floors and women
on the fourth through tenth floors.
Dorm residents will also find that
silverware is back this semester. Enough
over the
purchased
was
silverware
summer to provide every hall resident,
with one placing.
However, Hencken said that it will be
replaced by plastic ware as fast as the
silver is removed from. the food �ervice.
During spring semester 19-75, so much
silverware was removed from all of the
food services that dorm residents often
went without one or more eating utensils
or ate with plastic utensils.
Another change may be introduced in
the food services in about a month if
funding can be appro!ed for the purchase
and in.stallation of new freezers so that
dorm residents . can dip all the ice cream
they want for lunch and dinner, Hencken
·

.

said.

Sunny and warlJI·

This new residence hall, called East Hall, was fo'nnerly the

TIU Kappa Epsilon fraternity house. A couple of years ago,

the

Tekes moved

to

another fraternity house. East Hall

a.11rently belongs to 1he Calvary TerqJle 0....ch. See story on page

3.

Partly sunny Wednesday with
highs in the mid or upper 80s.
Partly cloudy Wednesday night and
lows �n th� upper 60s.
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$21 million operating bud1etokayed lor 77
By Jim Lynch

The Board of Governors (BOG), at its
July 3 1 meeting, approved a-fiscal 1 977
operating budget of ·$2 1 ,320,927 for
Eastern.
That figure represents a 1 6.6 per cent,
or $3,032, 1 29, increase in Eastern's fiscal
1 976 operating budget of $_ 1 8,288, 789,
John Morrisey, the budget officer, said
recently.
'
For the five universities under its
control, the ·BOG approved budget
requests of $ 1 0 1 , 1 98;586. The requests
must now go to the Board of Higher
Education, the General Assembly and
Gov. Dan Walker for approval.
Morrisey said Eastern's budget request·
includes a 1 2 per cent increase for all
employes, a· 20 per cent increase for
utilities and a nine per cent "Jncrease for
"other price" increases.

Newly hired ..
internal auditor
takes overjob

The dollar amounts for those increases
are $ 1 ,565 ,4 1 4, for salaries, $ 1 97,280 for
utilities and $ 1 82,306 for the "other
price" increases.
,
The rest of the $3,032, 1 29 increase
includes $234,568 for library books,
$349,350
for
new
and
expanded
programs, $294,8 1 1 for 1 5 new. faculty
members which will be needed to handle
Eastern's in'treasiRg enrollment, $ 1 50,000
for equipment and materials for the new
faculty, $30,000 for a new dean of the
graduate school and $28,400 for an
increase in refunds.
- Martin Schaefer, vice president for
admmistrative affairs, said earlier that
Eastern's enrollment for the fall of 1 977
is being projected as approximately 9,000
and the university will need 1 5 new
faculty members to handle the increase.
"We will need 1 5 new faculty members
_

r·;,;;;;; =;;�7;;;;;;;=, , ,., ., _

By Debbie Peltrson
A new internal auditor has recently
taken over duties at Eastern replacing the
former auditor, Edward Dever, who had
served since Sept. 1 974.
Eastern came under fire ..during the
summer for the lack of an internal
auditor during l 5V2 months from April
1 97:1 until Septemt>er 1 974.
Mike Sanders, who filled that vacancy
August 18, will have the main duty of
reviewing university expenditures and
procedures
taken
in
financial
fransactions.
;:::
I_ 1
- ders WI-1 1 a1so serve as ex off·c·o
San
member of the Apportionment Board
which decides how student activity fees
are spent.
A 1 968 graduate of Illinois Wesleyan,
Sanders received his MBA fro,m Eastern in
·
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Chicago State University.
"Serious shortcomings" in university
records and procedures were cj ted in he ::;
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By Jim Lynch

The
·Illinois
Consolidated
Telephone Company m_ade some
changes during the semester break
that will change the dialing·habits
of
all Eastern students and
Charleston rdidents.
"We went to a 'one plus'
syste.m of dialing," Ron Johnson,
Illinois
Consoiidated's
local
c o m mer i cal
manager,
said
recently, "which means that to
reach a toll (Imig distance phone
number) the customer has to dial
only 'l ' instead of '1 I:!' when
dialing direct."
He said if someone wants to
charge a call to a third number,
make a person-to-pers6n or a
credit card call they will now dial
'O' instead of ' 1 1 O' as before.
'', The system will still be
basically the same," said Johnson.
"The customers still has to dial
the area code _for toll calls outside
-the 217 area and then the number
you want to reach after dialing' l'
or 'O'."
Johnson said that to avoid
•confusion with the new toll-call
sy$tem, the prefix 'I' will no
longer h�ve to be ;lialed . when
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outside the university e.xchange to
the
within
number
another
university.

,

Johnson said that to transfer a
call, the party being called has to
dial 'l' instead of ' 1 1 ' over the
conversation which cuts off the
outside caller.

Then the first party must wait
for the dial tone, dial the last four
digits of the number to which the
call is to be transferred and hang
, up when the called party answers.
The outside caller and the third
party WI-11 t hen be connecte-r
r1

"The outside party has to be
careful not to hang up or the call
will be cut off completely and
they will have to call all over
.again," Johnson said.

"I don't think the studentS\will
have
much
problem
getting
adjusted to the changes," he said.
"We will be putting information
about them in all the dorms."

He said that since the new
dialing system went into effect on
Aug. 1 4 he hasn't had many
. complaints. He said he had a few
calls the first day but that was

to 30 FREE

be given .away e�ch
.

.
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come on down to the

Wilderness Inn.

articles

opinions

expressed on the editor-iah and op ed pages
the
of
necessarily · · those
not
are

-
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Up

(offer good Mon. thru Wed. only)

member of the Associated Press, which "is
appearing

Walters was appointed to the position
on July l. Before that he had been
provost-director of the Massachusetts
State College system,

-throughout the month· of August!

except

session. The· Eastern

represented

is

_

MEALS. ·to

daily,

Subscription ;irice: $2.50 per semester,

university.
"For example," he said, "if you
want to call a university office
from one of the dorms, you
would dial only the number (such
as 3345 and not 1 -3345). This
change was made because if
someone dials a 'l ' now, it
indicated to the equipment a toll
call is being made."
Another change is that those
who want to call a Charleston or
Ashmore number will have to dial
,, the number '4' before dialing the
listed number.
"If someone using a campus
phone wants to reach a Charleston
number they have to dial 4-345
and then the listed number. Ttiis
indicates to the equipment that a
local call is comiiig. "
said that another
Johnson
change will be that the directory
assistance number will now be
1 -4 1 1 instead of 1 1 3. Those
calling from campus phones will
not be required to dial the '4'
prefi)I. before dialing the directory
assistance number. Th-e campus
information
number '9' - will
remain the same.
There is also a new procedure

That's Right !

semesters. and
term

The meeting was the· first for. Donald
Walters, the executive officer of the BOG.

Win FREE Meals!

examinations, by the

Eastern

of

students

p

fall and sprin

during

·

- He said the university has been putting
off buying equipment ii needs for years
and needs the $ 1 50,000 to make those
purchases .
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Monday through Friday, at Charleston, Ill.
during the

/

Schaefer also said that $ 1 50,000 f<;>r
catchup equipment money is included in
the 1 977 request.

Phone company initiates 'one plus' dialing

s
ug
e
procedures in effect for
university
handling assets were poor, no evidence of
theft or fraud was found.
"No audit checks every finandat
transaction. It's taken on a sample basis,''.
Cronson said.
For that reason it will be necessary for.
the States Attorney's office to determine
if the funds were mishandled, he said.

The

request is $349,350 for new and
expanded progr;nns. _of that amount
$249,350 is for expanding on programs
already part of the ·university and
$ 1 00,000 is for new degree programs.

••,,,"""'"''''' "'"'' '''''''"'''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'"""'""'"""-====•*=
..,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,,,

II

1August 1975.
Prior to coming to Eastern he served
one year as an assistant controller1 and
worked in a CPA firm in Chicago.
Eastern had an internal auditor until
April 1 973 when at the request of the
Board of Governors, he was loaned to

.

to keep our student-faculty ratio at about
1 6: l ," Schaefer said.
He said the."other price" increases will
cover-the expected increases in the cost
of commodities such as light bulbs and
paper.
The funds for library books will be
used to purchase books in an effort to
bring the Booth Library collection up to
the standards set by the Washington Sl:ate
formula . .
According to the formula, the Booth
Library collection is deficient by 1 22,490
volumes and would need $2,345,683 to.
bring it up to par.
"'However, Schaefer said, bringing the
collection up to the standards·· is a
ten-year program and Eastern is only
asking for one-tenth-of. the money· for
1977 .
Also included r in the fiscal ·1 977

GROUPS
.. MATIOON ..... � W��COME
South u.s. 45

Enjoy OurFresh, Cr-Up Dea.er�
•
•
•

Freshly Baked Pies
'
Shortcake

Cheesecake

I

Wednesday,

- Debbie Pearson
which "is very reasonable," Hencken said.
A new men's residence hall called East
However, h ousing rates for those living
Hall which will house 53 Eastern students
in East Hall will be the same as for those
has been leased by. Eastern's housing
ttffice, Louis Hencken, acting housing persons living in any other Eastern
residence hall.
director, saict"Monday.
The recently created residence h all,
All · furnishings will be provided by the
located at 2103 12th. St., was formerly church.
known as the Tau Kappa Epsilon house.
The church will also pay utilities, take
East Hall is being leased for one care of major repairs and provide maid
ae111 ester with an option to lease for the service.
•cond semester from the Calvary Temple
"We needed the space and this gave
Church of Charleston, Hencken said.
them
the impetus to furnish and
The need to lease the building came as
straighten· the place up,"
Hencken
a result of the peak number of houSing
explained.
ltppiications received last June, Hencken
Although East Hall will not have a
aid.
Dorm residency is expe ·cted to reach food service, residents will be given a
4,550 or 4,600 during the fall semester, meal sticker and meal tickets which may
be used at any of the food services on
Hencken said.
The Housing Office will pay the church campus, he said.
·

Add-drop system more efficient

·

the

member there.
·
Taylor said· that after the student
presents the add card,· the faculty
member will check the roster of the class
and be able to tell the student whether
the class is full.1 f the class still has openings the
teacher will take half of the form and the
student will then keep the other half to
pick up textbooks.
Taylor said that students should make
sure that the top part of the form is taken
or he will not-- be listed on that class's
roster.
This 0ne step process also supplies to
dropping a class.
To drop a class, students use the same
scheduling method, must have a validated
ID or paid fee card and can get a drop
card outside the Union Ballroom.
, After completing the drop card, the
student takes the card to the station
handling the course to be removed and
presents the card to the faculty member
there.
Taylor said that the taculty member
will then remove the name from the
roster leaving room for another student in
that section.
After Tuesday, drop <;:ards can be left
in the Drop Request box outside room
119 in Old Main.
"Taylor warned that students presently
taking overloads and wanting to drop
should do so before Sept. 6th or they will
be billed for the course.
·
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.make an·appointment·now!
406Jackson

345-2484

for
fall
semester
in
_
umvers1tle
� across the state is expected to
be up-with four schools anticipating
record numbers of students-according to
projecti?ns made Monday .and Tuesday
by
nme
spokespersons
for
the
universities
.
:
.
The University of Illinois (U of I},
lllinois State University (ISU}, Governors
State University i� Park Focest South and
Northeastern University in Chicago all
expect record enrollments for the second
straight year, admissions officials said.
Eastern, Chicago State University and
Southern Illinois University (SIU} in
�arbondale al�o anticipate enrollment
f1gun;s to be higher than last year's, but
below record numbers.

Because registration processes at all the
schools contacted were still µnderway,
exact enrollment figures will not be
availa�le for approximately I 0 days.
Estimates
for
North ern
lllinois
University and Western l llinois University
were not availa Ie.
T-he U of I 1s expe cting to surpass its
peak enrollment figure of 34,045, set in
1974 . by about 15�, Director of
?
Adm1ss10n� Jane Loeb said Tuesday.
The increase will come "almost
exclu,sively" in the number of graduate
students, Loeb said, because the sc,hool
has actually admitted a smaller number of
first year students than last year. .
"We're
trying
to cut
back" on
under �raduate enrollment and "be more
selective" in admissions, she said.
Loeb added that the increase in the

?
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overall enrollment reflects the greater
number of "returning students" and that
the U of I regularly turns away thousands
of would-be students.
A record enrollment of 18 400 was
projected for ISU, but Warre� Harden,
director of institutional research said
Monday that figure "may even go little
higher.'j
The school, located in Normal has
been growing consistently in recent ears:
Harden said, "but not nearly at- as high a
percentage or absolute number as this
year."
.
Harden said the increase was mostly in
the freshman class and was probably a
"reflection of the fact that the high
scho_ol graduating class (this year} was the
,
largest ever."
.
A "general increase" in all categories of
students is the reason for an estimated 25
per cent surge over the record enrollment
at Governor's State, Cathy Taylor, acting
associate
admissions
director '
said
Tuesday.
Taylor said that a "really preliminary"
estimate would
set the anticipated
number of students at dose to 4,000.
Northeastern
Un iversity will reach
what acting Director of Institutional
Studies
Allen
·Bennett
called'
a
"hold-the-line
enrollment"
at
its
pr- ojected 8,500 students.
.
Bennett said tfiat Northeastern has
been "turning stuqents away because of
lack of sufficient, funds for faculty and
supporting facilities," such as commuter
�ervices
and
library and classroom·

�

;

(See ENROLLMENT, p age 13)

Schedule for adding, dropping dasses
WEDNESDAY
9 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11 a.m.
11 :30 a.m.
12 noon
12:30 p.m.

0
I

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

I p.m.
I :30 p.m.

Door closes at 2 p.m.
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1 975

By Barry Smith

$50 per month for each of the residents,

Smaller lines and faster servi<!e is ·what
ltudents adding and dropping classes will
find Wednesday, Mike Taylor, director of
5gistration, said Tuesday.
This year adding and dropping will be
"handled a little bit-differently," Taylor
aid.
Instead of scheduling according to last
names, students
will
be scheduled
according to the last digit of their social
•curity number.
For example, the social security
come
would
number
334-50-6892
W�nesday at 10 a.m. with the other
two's.
Taylor said that this method of
sched uling eliminates the Z's from always
being last and the A's first, making the
system more fair.
Adding begins at 9 a.m. Wednesday in
the Union Ballroom and students. are
advised to come during or after -their
sc heduled time and not before.
Students coming before their time
·�mply will not get in," Taylor said.
To add a class, students must make
sure they have either their validated ID or
paid fee card, he said.
They will pick up .add forms outside
the ballroom; after filling out the card,
t)Jey take it to the table that handles the
course.
For example, if a student wants to add
English I 00 I, he will take the form to the
English table and present it to the faculty

27,

Scho_ols around state expecting
fall enrollment to top last year

Id frat house now
·eing used as dorm

By Susan Black

August

•

THURSDAY
All students 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

FRIDAY

,..,.

All students 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

TUESDAY
All students 9 a.n'l. to 2 p.m.
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27,
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1 975
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Housing should relax policy to help dorm Crunch
�

•

place they could have been put would/
have been on top of the washing
machines.

With the overwhelming ncrease in
the number. of studeats living in the
residence halls, the Housing Office has

.

had to go off-campus to make sure
every freshman and sophomore.can live

East Hall, which is even farther away
from campus than Carman, will have all

on-campus.
Housing is leasing the old Teke House

students that far from campus really be

into a temporaFY dorm called East Hall .

a benefit to them?

To make the whole thing official,

East Hall hM been given a counselor and
been assigned to live in the hall.
T he

Housing

Office

In

walk to get anywhere on campus. That
kills tpe convenience angle which is one

should

this

case,

there should be a

relaxation of the policy.

of the big drawing . points of Eastern.

be commended for its quick· action in

problem. Since it is so far away, the

students who have to live there will be
. somewhat cut off from campus life.

- its policy of ma!<lng all freshmen and
sophomores live in a dorm.

/

For one thing, they will have a long

two R.A.s for the 53 residents who have

the rest of campus will present another

So much for the educational benefits .
of living in a dorm which is the big
reason why the Housing Office clings to

the' comforts of a real dorm except for a
food service but will -r putting 53

at 2103 12th St. and has converted it

The distance between East Hall and

Let all students who have 45 semester
hours credit, instead of 60 as is the case
now, move off-campus if they want.
That would still give them three
semesters of the "educa�ional" benefits

Everything is close together and i;an be

finding these p�ople a place to live
reached easily. Not anymore. Now it
the
w i th
b e cause
crowded . will make it tougher for students living
conditions,
about the only other
in East to get to breakfast. ..

.
in university hou sing and
, fill the
Housing would still be able to

of

living

dorms, which is the real reason the
was
rule

�r e�h man - s o p h o more
mst1tuted.

The Housing Office doesn't need this
unfair rule to fill its dorms this year and

probably won't need it next year as the
enrollment is expected to continue on
its upward trend and peak at_9,000.

This will mean the dorms will be even

fuller.

If the rule were to be relaxed or.

suspended

altogether,

it

would give

those who really want to a chance to

live in the dorms without being stuck

out in the boondocks somewhere.

Americas problem: youths doni know each others, last names
(The real problem of the United State!l today is that
nobody k nows a nybody's

Who Works in the drryout Shop' and 'Steve the

last name. Mr. Buchwald

Art

wrote a n·article about this years ago and he thinks it's
worth repeating as the situation hasn't gotten any

Buchwald·

better.)

WASHINGTON-One of the most fascinating things
that is taking place in America's youth culture is that

no one knows anybody else's last name: The fact that

American children consider last names irrelevant seems

to drive parents up the wall.
My

friend

Zinnser

phenomenon.

tipped

me

off

to

this

His 15-year-old daughter was giving him a hard time
in his living room the other night when 1 came to pay a
\ holiday visit. It had something to do with a ski trip she
wanted to take, but she dashed o�t in tears before 1
could discover what the argument was about.
Zinnser filled me in.
"I guess I'm one of those old-fashioned parents of

the nonpermissive school," he said. "The argument" you

just walked in on concerns a rule I've. laid down that
Ellen cannot go skiing for more than 24 hours with any

boy whose last name she does not know.''

"That's a tough rule," I admitted.
"The question arose," Zinnser said, "because Ellen

wanted to go on a three-day ski trip with Betsy,
Therese, Randy and Steve. By some freak accident she
knows Betsy's and Therese's last names, but all she

knows about Randy is that he lives in Virginia and

Steve lives in Baltimore. ·For two days we've been

arguing about 'Randy of Virginia' and 'Steve from
Baltimore.' You might say I'm having an identity

crisis."

"I guess it is tough on a father not to know a boy's
last name," 1 said.
·

"It probably wouldn't be a problem if she just knew

one Steve, but she knows three. There is also 'Steve

I

Cousin of Tina."'
"Tina who?"
· ·

"that's the problem. She doesn't know Tina's last.
"
name either 1
"Maybe Ellen isn't good on last names.'1
"It .isn't just Ellen. My 16-year-old daughter, Mitzi,

is just as bad. The other night she asked to sleep over at
the house of a girl she goes to school with named

Karen. I suggested we call Karen's parents to see if it

was okay. Mitzi �id she didn't have Karen't telephone

number.
"I said we could look- it up in the telephone book, ..
but Mitzi said she didn't know Karen's last name. As a
matter of fact, the only thing she knew about her was

that her family had a house in Nag's Head, North
'
Carolina.
"So now we have to refer to Mitzi's friend as 'Karen
Whose Family Owns a House at Nag's Head, North·
Carolina.' You have to admit that''s a mouthful.

GJpyright 1975 by the Los Angeles Times

Why go back to college? Playboy article advises itS not worth it
Princeton for four years and if this money were to · be

'Playboy,' Hugh Hefner's creation of hedonism, has
taken to career counseling as well as telling its readers

'Jim

what wines to drink, movies to see and the most exotic
ways of "doi�g it."
On pag� 99 of the September issue of the magazine
is an article entitled "Stop! Don't Go Bae� to College."

""'

It

mentions

some

of the

people like

Hunter

Thompson, Harlan Sanders, Elvis Presley and Patty ,
Hearst who have made it in the real world without the

old sheepskin to back them up.

According to this line of reasoning, all you have to
do is be a talented journalist, invent a "finger-lickin'

_

good" recipe for fried chicken, learn to swivel the old
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banked when the student graduated from high school,

the $25,000 would have grown to $114,000 by the

time the student was 38. .

That $114,000 is a nice figure to look at but there

are a couple flies in the ointment, as the saying goes.
First, very few people go to .a university like

pelvis or get yourself kidnaped by a radical group and Princeton where the bills get run up to $25,000. The
then hide out and you've got it made..
majority of stud�nts choose something in the Eastern
The only problem with this line of reasoning is that price range.
the fried chicken market is just about as glutted as the

job market.

Also, the article says it costs about $25,000 to go to

It's kind of like comparing Cadillacs and
Volkswagons. It all depends on whether you want
(See

HEF,

page

5)
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to the·Editor

m Alumni Association only poorly run fund-raising group

date July 24, 1975, I resign as a member of

association is done in the most undemocratic manner.
The president of the association appoints a
nominating committee which nominates a single slate.
No opposition is allowed on the official ballot
except a space for write-in candidates whose success is
impossible because the association's membership is
spread throughout the state and have little contact
with each other.
My suggestion that the Eastern Alumnus use space
to ask for nominees was rejected.
The result is a body of officers who do not reflect
the actual membership of the association but are a•
clique of friends of Mr. Hesler and their lackeys. Few
teachers made up the Executive Committee of the
association.
The last objection to the association is the most
relevant to the graduating student: four dollars of the
fifteen-dollar graduation fee is given to the association
for the first two-year membership of the student.
Yet the Director claims that the first two years of
membership is free to every graduating student.
For these reasons I cannot remain a part of the
association nor how any support for its actions or the
actions of the Alumni Office.
Melvin Unkraut

2) the undemocratic methods used by the Director,
Kenneth Hesler, in running the association; and
3) the granting of "free" membership to graduating
students when they had actually paid the cost of
membership in their graduation fees.
While the purpose of the association is to promote
the university and to provide a link between the
.university and the alumni, the only real function it
serves is that of a poorly run fund-raiding organization .
The association has raised less money per alumnus than
similar organizations at the other state universities,
because there has been no attempt to involve the
ordinary alumnus in the association.
The association's Eastern Alumnus is a propaganda
sheet for Mr. Hesler and his assistant director Charles
THUL
The selection of the executive committee of the

llumni Association.
ing a letter to the News in order to bring

fUhLi • the facts behind a three-year dispute

J>ffice of University Relations and Alumni
ityself .
, those alumni now taking graduate
pmpus will see this letter and agree with
h the association and the office require
in personnel and in policy.·
the members who read this letter will agree
either resign or allow their membership to
·

three reasons for my resignation:
total uselessness of the association to the
or the alumni except as a clearinghouse for
of honorary degrees;

.

hou/d stay away from career counseling

So, in five years there will be an estimated 1.5 million
well-educated bums."
Well, it's better to be well-educated than illiterate
and the fact that buins will be discussing Kant's
"Critique of Pure Reason"instead of the price of a
gallon of day-aged vino is irrelevant. Nobody listens to
what bums say anyway, no matter what they talk
about.
As for 'Playboy,' it should stick to pictures and
cartoons. Career counseling just isn't Hugh Hefner's
bunch of carrots.

Sontinued from page 4)
just transportation. Ma;t cdle!Jl students
r tati o n.
, how many people have $25,000 to stick
when they graduate from high ·school.
would be a safe estimate and those that
amount lying around probably don't have
ut getting a job. They can always work for
sc>mpany.
goes on to say that by the year 1980 only
t of the graduates will be in great demand.

Let Eastem News. c/assifiet/iads do the job for you

Welcome Back Eastern Students
4:30p.m.-12:30a.m.
4p.m.-2a.m.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Owned + Operated By Jerry Myerscough

EVERYDAY SUNDAY- THURSDAY

however. T ypewritten letters which are double-spaced
, and

under

250

words will

publication. Others will

be

be given
considered

priority

available space. The NEWS reserves the right to edit
letters to conform to space limitations.

The Llncoln Book Shop
"Across from Old Main"

CHECK YOUR LISTS (10% ADDS UP!) for dictionaries,
Audio-Tutorials, all supplementaries (Cat Anat.? Pigs-Chicks-&-Frogs?);
Sociology, Zoology, H9me Ee., Ear-Training or Psych/Behavior
workbooks; history, English, education, art (even childrens)
paperbacks! You name it! Whatever YOUR need WE have a houseful
(unto cookbooks) so come cross-campus (SAVE 10%!) AND discover
"where the books are"

•

for

in light of

HEAR YE! HEAR YE! (& OYEZ!) It's time again fans (old & new) for
our ANNUAL FIRST WEEK SALE: 10% OFF EVERYTHING YOU
BUY (except single-orders placed earlier or double-discounts) AND
(OYEZ!) WE MEAN EVERYTHING (bestsellers, posters, cards, w�p.
hardback & paperback, workbooks, music, maps, etc.,) & it starts
WEDNESDAY August 27 through WEDNESDAY Sept. 3 (between 6th
& 7th streets) at

••••••

PIZZA JOE'S
For The Finest In Italian
We Deliver - Dial 345-2844

All letters to the editor must be signed by the
·author. Name5 of authors will be withheld on request,

OPEN Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat�rdays I04 (phone 345-6070)
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NATURE SALE

A Tradition at Sporty's

MondayNite
•

IS

Pitcher Nite

rge Pitcher of Beer Only $150

(starts at 7 p.m.)
*�***************
**
.._

21

S porty

venth

'

s

Open
3:00p.m.:

**************

Womens$16.99.
Mens$19.99

Attitude Readjustment
Period''

Mack Moore Shoes
South Side Square

ERY FRIDAY FROM 3-6 p.m.
All Regular Mixed Drinks Only 50¢
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senate to elect fall speaker

Cable TV to increase
married housing rent
By

Jim Lynch
Rent for Married Student Housing will
go up $ 3 a month beginning Sept. l to
cover the cost of Cable TV, Richard
Eno chs, director of married student
housing, said recently.
The Board of Governors (BOG) at its
July 3 1 m eeting approved a request
originally made by the Married Student
Housing Association for the increase so
cable TV ..,-ould be installed in all the
apartments.
Enochs said the installation of the
cable is on schedule and it should be
ready for operation by Sept . I .
He also said everyone living in the
apartments will pay the higher rates
w hether they have a television or not.
"This is a pa ckage deal," he said. "The
apartments come with the cable and its
up to them to have a T V . "
T h e new rates will b e $ 8 9 . 5 0 for a
one-room a partment and $ 9 9 . 5 0 for a
two-roo m apartment.
Also at its meeting, the BOG approved
a plan to reorganize the school of
business. Presently the school is divided
into
four
depart ments:
A c count ing,
Manage ment, Marketing and
Business
Edu1.:ation
and A d ministrative O ffice
Management..
Under the reorga nization pla n , which
will go into effect begin ning fall, the
school will be organized into three
departments:
Business Ed ucation and
M anagement,
Adm inistrative
Office
M a n a g e ment-Marketing
and
Accountancy, and Data Processing and
Finan1.:e.
. Presid ent G ilbert C. Fite said the
reorga nization will benefit the university
and
school
by
"holding
down
ad ministrative costs and providing a
stronger ed ucational progra m . "
The BOG a lso approved the purchase
of a new stage for Lantz G y m , the
printing wntract for the 1 9 7 6 Warbler,
Eastern's yearbook, and the pur 1.:hase of
three minor items.
The stage, whi1.:h will replace the old
one now in Lantz, will cost almost
$20,000.
The Wenger Company of M in nesot a ,
the only company t o return a bid on the
stage, put the price at $ 1 9 ,9 9 7 , almo st
$ 3 ,000 over the $ 1 7 ,000 estimated cost
of the item.
.
01

· By

Joe Natale
Election of

Paula Reynolds, faculty adviser for the
Warbler, said. She also said that 6,800

copies of the book will be printed.
The board also approved the purchase
of a phototypesetter and spare parts kit

for Student Publications at a cost of
$ 5 , 8 2 5 , a Data A cquisition and Reserve
$ 7 ,8 2 5
Xerox

and

a

2400

photocopying machine for $ 1 7 ,968 . 8 8 .
However, the BOG rejected a bid of

was elected speaker at the
beginning of t he summer term in June.
Before he became speaker, Scaggs was a
senator representing the Greek District .
During
co-chaired

the
spring
semester
he
Housing
senate' s
the

Committee with Tom Vandenburg.
Susan Black, a senator representing the
Residence Hall district, said Monday that
she will challenge S caggs for t h e spea·kei:,,
position.
Black served

senate's

as

Public

,.c::==:>«r'"===>*C1-ic:::=:::>1._1:1:acc:=:x•'"1<:==>«•r
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WELCOME

the

._,.

Wr

+

EIU

of

party

chairmen

Ford's

ca m paign manager, attended the meeting.
"That's all we talked about, repla1.:ing

Rockefeller,"

said

Clarke

Reed

of

Mississippi,
head
of
the
Southern
Repub lican State Chairmen's A ssociation.

"They feel Rockefeller on the ticket
would
hurt
his (Ford's) re-election .
chan ces. Age is a factor, but philosophy is
the main thing."

Louisiana GOP chairman Jim Boyce
said the group would prefer "almost
anybody" to R o ckefeller.
Former
T reasury
Secretary
John
Connally
and
Sen.
Howard
Baker,
R-Tenn., were mentioned as possibilities.
·

._,.

•r

••

Accept Checks

* SPECIAL *

· Guys & Gals

1/2 price

Designs

Comic Designs

Personalized Lettering

Group Discounts
B ig Selections

*r

Haggar-Wright

Bibs & Dungarees
(Wed. thru Sat.)

1 0% 0FF
with student I.D.

•

.

the regular senators who attend
· summer term to vote on candidates
petition on to the senate at the
meeting of the summer term.

Large group

•

from

petition to join the summer senate al
e n d of t he spring semester.
The by-laws presently enforced a

by

Western Shirts

Ford
should
drop
V11.:e
Nelson
Rockefeller
as his

meeting

contain a provision w hich will enable
regular senate to vote on candidates

for

• Sweatshirts

Southern and border states.
Howard
"Bo"
Callaway,

rules are a more condensed and simpl
version _ of the existing election rules.
The proposed summer senate by·

European Styles

• Struts

1unning mate in 1 9 76.
The unanimous agreement came during

voted to recommend t hat the fall se
approve . changes in election rules
summer senate by-laws.
Scaggs said that the proposed elec

SLACKS

• .lVtetro

chairmen agreed this past weekend t � at

election rules and summer senate by-I
A t the July 31 meeting, the Sf

•

•

•

W R IG HTSVI LLE BEACH , N .C . (AP) ·
T hirteen Southern state Republkan

He added that in a few weeks
senate will also have to vote on wht
. to a pprove proposed changes in stu

• Layaway Plans

8 PM

·

at its meeting Thursday.

STUDE NTS

8:30 5

• T-shirts·

a

of

Comm ittee

during the spring semester.
Scaggs said the speaker election will be

·

President
Presid_ent

cha irperson

Relations

probably the only business for the si

fall

Scaggs

daily
� Open
Friday till
�
JEANS
�
Levi)s
�
�
� PREWASHED
�
�
�
� CUSTOM PRINTING
'fi,;d·;;;o;iii �
drop Rocky �
zipper hooded
pullover hooded
�.
� EIU
�
�
-

the

Room of the Union addition.
· Bill s· caggs, summer senate speaker ,
said Monday that he will seek re�lection.

for

some accordian fold
printer forms and stock tab paper. John
Checkley of the Purchasing Office said
t he item will have to be rebid.
$ 5 ,243.85

speaker . for

semester will be the Student Senate's
main b u sin ess at its meeting at 8 : 30
p . m . Thursday in the Tuscola-Arcola

Marceline, Mo. submitted the low bid of
$3 1 ,007. 90 for printing the yearbook,

for
System
Billing
r e m a n u f actured

a

·

Flannel Shirt�
Nylon Jackets

unlined
·Reg. $ 1 0.00
NOW $5.99

B ayles-Medder
Downtown
West Side of Square
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Cost of education up over
1 974 figure by 1 0 per cent

instructional
WASHINGTON (AP) - The estimated supervisors
and
other
58.9 million students trooping back to employes.
classroo ms this fall is the smallest num� er
B ell said colleges are expected to award
in recent years, but the cost of educating about 975 , 000 bachelor's degrees next
them has gone up more than I O per cent · spring, the same as 1974-75 , but more
fro m last year.
than last year's 5 5 4 000 first-professional
U.S. Commissioner of Education Terrel degrees 280 000 :i.aster's degrees and
·
H. Bell, in his annual " back-to-school" 35 000 'docto�ates.
forecast Tuesday, said public and private
'To- finance this massive education
education costs about $108 billion in the
1ast
year •
state
machine
sch0 ol
1974-75 school year.
.
ments provided 3 3 . 4 per cent, local
govern
Total enwllment, from kindergarten
governments
30.3
per cent, federal
be
w ill
sch 1
gra d ua te
through
government 10.8 per cent and all other
'
00
one- our
f th o f one per cent 1ower than the
sources 2 5 . 5 per cent.
59. 1 m ill.ion 1ast year.
Elementary and. secondary schools got
The biggest decline will be felt in
elementary grades as a result of the falling $68 billion of the stipen , <_:<>lieges and
birth rate, Bell said, while the 1976 high universities the other $40 b illion.

�

school graduating class will be the largest
.
in history and colleges will be awarding
more graduate and professional degrees
than ever before.
The all-time enrollment at all levels was
59. 7 million recorded in the fall of 197 1.
Three out of every 10 Americans will
be involved in education this fall, Bell
said, counting students, 3. 1 million
classroom teachers and an additional
principals,
superintendents,
300,000

Public institutions accounted for $88
billion of last year's spending and private
schools the remaining $ 20 b illion.
Bell said needy students who have been
enrolled
in
college, vocational and ·
technical schools, or hospital nursing
schools since A pril 1 ,' 1973, can still
apply for federal basic grants of $ 200 to
$ l ,400
to
defray
their
education
expenses.

Acting president case stillln 'limb
Chizmar appointees to make deci

Joe Natale
The
case
c o n c e r n i ng · t h e
constitUtionality o f the a ppointment of
an acting student body president is in
"limbo", Bill C lark, student Supreme
Court adviser, said Tuesday .
Senator Phil Galanter filed the suit in
the Student Supreme Court on July 16
which challenges the constitutionality of
S tudent Body President Mick Chizmar's
appointment of Jim Price as acting
president for the summer term .
Clark said that the case cannot be
heard until Chizmar appoints justices to
court.
The
court
is
the
supreme
comprised of seven justices and four are
needed for a quorum to hear a case.
The case was to be heard at the end of
the summer term but one of the justices,
Rick Carr, resigned from the court
because he ·was coaching a team in a
Little League tournament.
•
Clark also said that the complaining
parties in the case, Galanter and Chizmar,
will have to decide whether they want to
pursue the case in court .
Both Galanter and Chizmar were
unavailalbe for comment.
Chizmar
ap ?ointed Price becaus� Chizmar was not

By

gomg 'to be on canpus during the
term.
Chizmar said that he was I
establish a precednet by naming
chief executive. in the absenOI
elected one. Chizmar and Price
members of Delta Chi fraternity.
There is no provision in the
Government constitution aHowin1
a ppointment of an � prcsid
.Galovich, executive vice-preside
· succeed Chizmar in the case
·absence, but she - also did not
classes during the :summer.
However, there is a provisio•
constitution
which
allows r
president to appoint an assistanl
president.
Price resigned his position as
president on July 8 and wu
appointed by Chizmar as assistant
president for the remainder
summer term.
Price's ppower as assistant
president is defined in the
government constitution as a pe
can officially represent the pre '
any for mal function or meet"
cannot exercise any presidentia�
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Uiring the months of August and
•

Hope's appearance at 8 p.m. Sept. 27
in Lantz Gym will highlight the Parents
tember the University Board (UB ) will
Weekend act ivities. .
lure eight movies, four coffeehouses, a
'
Ticket prices will be $5.50 and $6.50. : :
phony concert, a dance concert and
:
The
UB
will
present
three
1Ppearance by comedian Bob Hope.
Thursday-Friday coffeehouses an<l'one on
s part
of the Parents Weekend
Thursday only during September.
:::
ities Sept. 27 and 28, the UB is
The first one will feature Steve Young, :
soring a performance by the C hicago
a guitarist, on Sept. :4 a·nd 5. All
phony Orchestra at 8 p.m. on Sept. coffeehouses will have shows at .8 and 10 :
:
p.m. in the Union addition Rathskellar
in Lantz Gymnasium.
.
:.
an
.
.
50
cost
cents
will
d
'
and
ll'ickets for the concert are $4, $5
::::
·
sponsor
will
the
Finally,
board
for parents and non-students and
SO, $3.5 0 and $4.50 for Eastern performances by the Gus Ciordano Dance
Company on Sept. 1 5-17.
ents.
·

�.!.�l..

�:.\·l:.\

'76 capitalbudget approved
·

lastern ' s fiscal 1 976 capital budget to work on the projects."
Schaefer said he -will ask the BOG to
uest of $323,400 has been approved
Gov. Dan Walker and the funds will release the money at its September
bably be released ,d_uring the ·first part meetifig and the whole process of getting
October,
v ice should t ake two or three weeks .
Martin' Schaefer,
"dent for administrative affairs, said
He said the $323Aoo fjgure includes
nit)',
$163,500
for improving the lighting frt
"We now have to go back to our
erning board (the Board of Governors) Booth Libr.aty, $45,000 for pli1nning the
they have to go to the higher board remodeling of Old Main, $96,300 for
ha
Board of Education) who in. turn has misce!Ianeous re bilitatiOns and $ 18,600
for
a
new
ventil.ating
fan for the
go thwugh the proper channels before
funds can be released and we can get gymnastics gym in Lantz Building.

;�;l

:;:;
:;:;

UB September activities

·

Sept.

U B MOVIES

Aug. '.!9 - "A Separate Peace,"
d 9 p.m., Gr.and Ballroom,
3
e s

�� � ��

� ;; �

o:30

Aug. 31 - "Little Big Man," 2
and T p.m . , Grand Ballroom, 50
cents
Sept. 5 - "Andromeda Strain ,"
6 : 30 and 9 p.m., Grand Ballroom,
2 5 cents
Sept. 1 2 - "Enter the Dragon,"
6:30 and 9 p.m., Grand Ballroom,
25 cents

Ba r

26

and
· 25

-

,

"My Fair Lady,"
9 p;m.
Grand ·
nts

�

;;

t
"Tha t's
Entertainment, " 2 and 7 p.m.,
Grand Ballroom, 50 cents
·

UB COFFEEHOUSES
Sept. 4-5 - St�ve Young, 8 and
1 0 p.m., Rathskellar, 50 cents
Sept. 1 1 -12

-

Art Thieme, 8 and ·

I 0 p.m.; Rathske llar, 50 cents

Sept. 14
uGone With the
Wind," 2 and 7 p,m.� McAfee
Gym, 50 cents

Sept. 18- 1 9 - Blegen and Sayer,
8 and I 0 p.m., Rathskellar, 50

Sept. 19 - "Catch-2 2,"· 6 : 30
and 9 p.m., Grand Ballroom, 50
cents

S�t. �5 - Ro.ss and Bowles, 8
a1_1d I 0 P·¥1" Rathskellar, 50 cents ,

·

I/

cents

.
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I N T H E K NOW
Rake in the compliments for
your fashion know-how by
'
heading into Garland's hooded
cardigan. I t's knit up beautiful ly
in a mµlti-colored pattern, with
woody-looking buttons adding
the finishi ng__touch.
·

BRIGHT SUN.
NIPP Y B REEZES.
.
TIME FOR REA L CL O THES.
TIME FOR GA RLAND.
AT

You will be glad to know we carry in stock
D UNHILL-CHAR TAN-G.B.D. 's-BARLING"

COMO Y-JOBE Y- and m any more see these at the
,,

•
•

DARB Y PIPE SHOP

· � OfA �

Ladye Bug Shoppe
. Down town, Mattoon

\

1 4 1 5 BROADWAY
MATrOON, ILLINOIS .
" 1 0 minutes from school''

I

...... .....
-- - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.

Welcome
Back EIU.
,
students & faculty...
,

I
I
1
I
I
WESTERN AUTO
I
The Family Store
I
I
...for the most in household '
. I
items, sporting goods, auto supplies
I
I
and all your hardware needs.
I
I
SAVE I
SHOP
I
.
""
(345 -2,9 30 )
SE corner Square, d ow
'
.
--- -- - - - - - � - - - - - - --
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10
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News

ll�inois Consolidated seeking rate increase

By Mark Wisser

Off-camp us students will be paying
more for t elephone service if the I llinois
Commerce Commission (ICC)' approves a
I llinois
by
request
increase
rate

Consolidated Telephone .
The increases, if a pproved, will affect
residential and commercial customers by
raising local service rates and extension

charges.
Residential customers with one-party
lines currently pay $ 5�95 which will be
raised by $ 1 :-7 5 to $ 7 . 7 0 per month, an
increase of 34 per cent.
Residential customers with two-party

Trial date set
for discjockey

The trial to hear disorderly conduct
charges against WELH disc jockey Brian
Johnson has been set for Oct. 28.
The trial; to be heard by a jury, had
been scheduled for July 22 but was
pushed back by agreement of the State's
Attorney's office an<J Johnson's attorney,
Mark Hunt.
The charge against Johnson
stems from ·a complaint filed with the
State's Attorney's Office by Cindy Juras,
a sophomore from Hawthorne Woods.
Juras, also a W E LH disc jockey, alleges
Jo hnson made "obscene and harrassing"
phone calls to her on March 2, shortly
.
after she had been · suspended fro m the
station's staff for allegedly calling and
harrassing another disc jockey, Angie
Klein, while Klein was on t he air.
The case will be heard in Circuit Court
at the Coles County Courthouse.

lines now pay $ 4.95 , but, if the increase ·
is a pproved , will pay $ 6. 5 0 - a hike of
almost 32 per cent.
Commercial customers currently pay

$ 1 1.70 per month whicli will be increased
to $ 14.60 per month if the proposal is
approved .

ln addition to the increased charges for
local service, the phone company is
seeking a hike in the cost of exte nsion
telephones.
\

In the request to the ICC, . Illinois:
.
Consolidated preside nt O.M. W estrup
labeled increased interest rates :md labor
costs as the reason for the ,increase .
In a news release Westrup said Illinois
Consolida ted· has had only one increase in
local service rates since 1968 which came
in 1 97 4 when the ICC granted a five per
\:ent increase.
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That increase, however, .was only 63
per cent of the phone company's request.
Due to long-distance rate 'hikes, the
total increase in cost to customers since
1 96'8 has been 18 per cent.
Westrup said the increase will produce
over $ 1. 4 2 million dollars in new funds,
but over half of that a mount will be paid
out in state and federal taxes.
Westrup estimated $ 687 ,000 will be
left after taxes for operating expenses.
Rick' Webb; an I llinois Consolidated
spokesperson, said the increase is needed
because of a five-year
$30 million
program in which the company is
involved to upgrade their service.
Webb and Eastern's Vice President for
Business A ffairs Harley Holt both said the
rate increase will not affect Eastern's
residence halls which are billed under a
different _rate.
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State rep innocent
of fraud charges
SPRI N G F I E LD , I ll. ( A P) - A U.S.
District Court i ury Tuesday found state
Rep. Wehber · Bb rchers innocent of mail
in
charges
conspiracy
and
fraud
connection with an alleged misuse of his
legislative e x pense allowance.
Borchers ran over to shake hands with
members of the jury immediately after
the verdict was announced .

from
R e publican
a
Borchers ,
Decatur now serving his fourt h term in'
the I llinois House , had been charged with
collecting money from the state for
secretarial services which were never
perfor med.

Borchers conceded this, but said he
had used the money to pay an undercover
investigator to infiltrate radical student
groups.
Borchers contended investigations of
this type were his duty as a legislat or.
" I t was a just verdict. It was right. I f
you believe in your country , you defend
it , " Borchers sa id after the verdict .

The jury deliherated three a nd a half
hours. The tr:ial started last week.
Donald Mackay, . whO'
U.S .
A tty.
prosecuted the case, said he did not
un d�,rstand the jury's reasoning.

Mackay contended during the trial that
had
he
intent,
Borchers'
whatever
violated the state law regulating the use
of legislators' e x pense allowances.
"Even a patriot can commit fraud , "
M ackay said.
ents of Pemberton Hall l i ned up to get refrigerators
, which they were rent ing from the l nterfrater nity
· . Students in all dorms are given the chance to rent the

refrigerators.

Some

of

the

dorms,

ho wever, have

A secretary, Jeanette Weber of
Plaines, testified during the trial that
she
vouchers indicating
signed
secretarial
s e rv fces
performed

a

refrigerator on each floor.

Borchers.

B rittany Plaza

Apa rtm ent Availab le For Fall
Features Include:

Swimming Pool
New Game Room
Private Parking Lot
Air-Conditioned

Rent $240.00

Laundry Facilities
Fully Carpeted
Two-B edrooms
Furnished
·color T.V.
345-2520

Call or Come By Any Time
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O n e of the terrors faced by incoming freshmen is their first experience i n the
book line at the Textbook Library. A line reacing from there to the Science Building

was constant most of Monday and Tuesday. Even a thunderstor m on Monday
discourage some of the students.

Students
take part

in first we

activities
News photos

Eastern's University Board (US) provided entertainment for

also treated to free popcorn while they l istened to the band.

those who returned Monday with a concert by the band

The UB plans activities throughout the semester for the
students to enjoy.

"Jawbreaker" on the U niversity Union quad. Students were

�'�' ,

' <$>"
Some students found moving all their belongings into their dorm room a little

harder than they first anticipated. This student made a valiant effort to carry in one

by Jim Lynch

w
·.
..
.
.
"\.;..; ;:t.
of her large boxe.s ( se e right ) , then decided she would prefer to wait for a littlt ll
Eastern's residence halls opened at noon Sunday.

Wednesday, August 27, 1 97 5
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Enrollment rise fills dorms

(Continued from page 3)
About 70 percent of Chicago State's
·
facilities.
student population is on financial aid,
Good tr_ansportation service, ·a quality
Pappas said, which has tended to · k�ep
academic program and location iI} a safe
enrollment stable.
neighborhood have helped to entice
Jerry Pfaff, SIU's associate admissions
students fo N ortheastern in gradually
director, also declined . to . make an
increa sing numbers over recent year s, enrollment figure projection, but said
Bennett said.
· "there appears to be an increase" over
·
However, Bennett added, the economic
last fall's 19,000 students.
squeeze at the sch'\ol has forced it to turn
Pfaff said the figure would not
down between 300 and 400 students this
approllch SI_U's record of 23,000
·

·

fall.

.

A lthough Eastetn has not predicted a
record enrollment, the figure . of.. 8, 760
projected Tuesday by Vice Pi::esident for
Student Affairs Glen Williams is only 30
less than the top mark set in 19 71.
Heavy recruitment of j unior college
transfer students and incoming freshmen
has accounted for the boo.st in enrollment
over last fall's .8,035 figure, Williams said.
Chicago State will be showing a small
increase over last fall's almost 6, 700
students, Director of Admissions Jim
Pappas predicted Tuesday. .
Pappas hesitated to wake a full
estimate, but said that freshman and
sophomore enrollment sho uld be up by
about
three
and
five
per
cent,

'ir'"

�

250 stu d ents register to vote inco unty n
u

lniversity Union. Senator Bill Scaggs (seated) termed the drive a success.
.

·

jipproximately 250 students registered

person must live in the community for 30
�

"Mainly wha� we did was sign up
'lreshmen and make address changes,"
Scaggs said.
Scaggs added that voters identifion
cards will not be filed for 30 days. '
To be .eligible to vote in the county, a

I

might come up in those 30 days.
Last year,. t he Association of Illinois
Student
Government
sponsored
a
seven-day drive in which about 400
students registered to vote in Coles
County.

Slink
Rand
' Group

coupon .
. Wednesday ·
8/2 7/ 75

•

"We had real problems with housing,"
ISU's Harden said Monday. "It seems that
dorm living has .become fashionable."
. Nearly 1,200 of the 9,000 students
requesting dorm space at I S U were turned
1own, Harden said.

·

·

respectively.

Ma�k Henchen became one of 250 new voters in Coles Cou nty when he registered
'uesdav during the · student Senate sponsored voter r�gistration drive in the

to vote in Coles County elections in the �YL
Scaggs said that filing voter cards 30
drive held Monday and Tuesday, in the
ll1nion, Bill Scaggs, summer senate days after registering will prevent
students from voting in any elections that
�aker, said Tuesday.

Along with the increased number of .
. students have come problems with
on-campus housing at many of the
schools, including Eastern.
Illinois State appeared to be hardest hit
by the space shortage.

�
�
�
�
�
�n�·
Un

;

•

The dorm overflow problem at ISU
"was resolved in many instances" through
effol'ts by faculty and staff personnel to
place the students in private housing,
Harden ad.d ed.
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introducing our
'
new
faII I1·n es .'

'

------- ----

by Old
*

T
.i o
I wn

�.
w

JEANS

*

JUMP E R S

*

S KIR TS

S tu.,.f,�e d

.,ea ns .·
JI

#'

*

with rag stitch

JACK ETS

denim and Cordur oy

by In dia Imports :
*
*

*

BLOUSE S

in embroidery
and ·stripe piint gauze

SM OCK TOPS

TOPS ·

,

by D<inskin :
.

by

*

-

TIG H TS

Vicky Vaugn,

*

LEOTARDS

Trolley Car,

JOnathan Logan, Jere I,

.

Ga;r, Gibs�n :

�1 - :;;::;-i;;::::;-;.:;17

49

t

*

PANT SUITS

*

·

D R ESSES
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�
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Budget Buys !

1

•

•

We ' ve lowered our price to _pass a l ong tem porary b uying
a l l owa nce_s on th.ese a nd many more items a l l tn rough the
REFRESHING

Gatorade

32 ounce

AUNT NELLIE PICKLED

. Sliced Beets

16 ounce

WELCH'S

Grape Juice
JOAN

of

ARC

40 ounce
,

Kidney Beans

40 ou�ce

Snap E Tom
KRAFT JET PUFF

·

Marshmallows

10 ounce

FRENCH'S

Salad Mustard

8 ounce

·

WISHBONE

Italian Dressing

CALIFORNI A SUNBLUSHED
Nectarines

·

8

_...,.' J e lly- Roll

,.____

_
_
_
_
_
_

�d4

· Po r k and
Be ans
s� � -

.

•

15 Count

6�

0

���

·

1

Soft Parkay
MIRACLE SOFT STICK

46C

Margarine
PILLSBURY

31c

Turnovers
JOHN'S 3 PACK

12 OU
'

Sausage Pizza

16

Reg. Cut Fries
Lemonade

24

12 0Un<I'

MENNEN REGULAR

- 87 C

Pre - Electric Shave
WILKINSON

•

•

Bonded · Blades

5 ounce

s

BELMONT

White

COUNT

B

3 / 99� ,�=��T
99 � G roun
99� Bee f

1 0 ."" ' "

1 3 •""'"

_g'� °'�

BEEF CHUCK BLAD

Center Cut

e

ROast
$
1
59
. Knackwur5t
OF HONOR RIB $ 1 21
Roast
Steak
O
sh�rt RRib;CK . s9 �
NOT OFTHANHONOR
99
�
Ground Beef 1b.

I

HILLSHIRE FARM
BRATWURST or

l b.

BADGE

.

Lemon N Wax

Steak or

R oy a I G e latin
.

10

42 ounce

KRAFT

can

//tt?7tewM4-

"11�

ssc

1 6 ou nce

. �1gh t Tuna
.

'

STEWARD

20 - 30 Gal.

Toothpaste

or

-

Detergent

4 ounce

HEFTY TALL

COUNT HAMBURGER

so

MINUTEMAID FROZEN

Trash Bags

·

<

Bath Refills �

HEFTY

POUND BAG
Yellow Onions Each 69C
MICHIGAN .
c
Bag
3
3
. Carrots
O_m
_a_'Nt-E-,p-e_s_�--3
-9
� c �N�!N ���A �u ns
O
T
N
FE
a ke
c
�
��:,
APPi�;o : ��:09 7 9 �� .
lb

ggc

PUREX

12 OU

DEEP FRIES FROZEN

Black Pepper

GLEEM

2

SOLO

8 ounce

Kitchen Bags

3

39c

Diet Pop

McCORMICK GROUND

. 49c

lb

SHASTA

, 2oc

6 ounce

•

44c

st

O N E GALLO N $ 1
_

!k�:
. 18

2% Lowfat M i lk

8th

&

BEEF

9th Rib
or

•b.

lb.

IAOOE
LESS

77'1.

LEAN

_
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• ,44c OFF

8 PAC K
1 6 ounce

I
I
I

WHEN YOU PURCHASE

One 8 Pack, 16 ounce Bottles of

Coke

Coca Cola ·
31

I

23 EN

·

l im i t one coupon per customer
Tai applies lo regular price

•
•
j#J
'

•

� - - - - - - - - - - .,.

PLUS D E POSJJ

� 9 Ued ' 1 00
Wh•t
I e

.

1 975

EXPIRES SEPT. 1,

no.-

with
this
coupon .

1 ' ne

--=�--•liOrOFFi

I
I

VV H � N YOU PURCHASE

1 00 Ct. Pkg . . of

co u n t

Plates

I

9

Inch J E-WEL WHITE

Paper Plates
EXPIRES SEPT. l,

33

no . • .

ne

'2 3 E N

·

1 975

69�

l i m i t one coupon per cus tomer
Ta• applies to regular price

•

I
•'!J
'
-;-�:�

coupon

•

----------

tii'30�°"0FFi

_

__

I

WHEN YOU PURCHASE

28 ounce or Original OPEN PIT

B.B.Q. Sauce

;re-4oroFFi· r-- 2sroFiF

d

I
li!ll"""'--�-""'!-"---.....;;;.--al . I
I

lb.

99

I

.

no .

23 EN
---

ne

NORTHERN

•

·

l 1 m 1 t one coupon,per customer
Tax applies to regular price

t88k �b�

$ 1 09

Ba th Ti ss u e ·

"' ROLLS

2

Makes
Quarts

AME l< I CAN

Ch ees e F oo d
MORTON FROZEN

Cream ·

••
•

---------

WHITE or ASSORTED

HILLFARM - E!-CH SLICE WRAPPED

7th RIB

.

12

Al I Varieties

Pi es

1 6 oz.

WHEN YOU PURCHASE

64 ounce

oz.

6 7�

43�
79 �

6 9�

laundry

Wisk

coupon

EXPIRES SEPT. 1 ,

_ Koo l Ai d
•

·

BANQUET FROZEN

SUGAR SWEETENED - All FLAVORS

BEEF 6th

'

I I
Fried Chicken $l99 · -;-�:� I I
1 975
40
· I
� �
32 oz.

WHEN YOU PURCHASE

\

NOR

69�

38

no.

'iii·24 E N
•

EXPIRES SEPT.

Detergent

$2 1 1
1 , 1975

l i m i t one coupon per customer
Tal< applies to regular price

1 5 � OFF
EISNER DOSCOUNT COUPON

I
.
32
I
I Sweetheart Ume 70�
.

·

.

WHEN YOU .. URCHASE

oz.

no

.

••
' �
-;-�:�

coupon

----------1
J- _;. ""

ne

I

I
I

JZ

liquid Deter9ent

EXPIRES SEPT.

f,

1975

I
, I
-;-�:� I

coupon

�
· I

�
23EN
�
----------

ne

p�

l i m i t one cou�
r cuslamer
Ta• applies to regular price

M US S E LMA N

Applesauc e· 1 6 o z.

.
29

C

�����-�-

•••l•r• ••w•

16

Wednesday,

August

27,

News

1 975

Due to financial tie-ups

New monitoringsy�teminstallationde/ayed

By Debbie Pearson
Eastern's

-

new

energy
monitoring
system will not _be 1installed as early a's
anticipated because of red-tape and
·
.
.
fma � cial
tie-ups,
Harley H.olt, Vice
President fo r Business Services, said
Monday.
The syst em, which would control all
heating
and · cooling
operations
on
campus,
could
have
feasibly
been
installed by October had it not been for
an oversight ·on the appropriations bill to
give Eastern $65 ,000.
When the bill was signed-by G ov,. Dan
Walker on May 1 6, it was for the . fiscal
year 1 9 7 5 which ended June 30.

'

Holt said that the request · for the
appro priations should have been for the
fiscal year 1 9 76 from July 1 , 1 9 7 5 to

.

No evidence· of fraud

( Continued from page 2)
States Att orney Paul Komada

said
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The heating or cooling can also be shut
off during the night when certain campus
buildings are not in use.
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con�ervation system should save. enough
money to pay for itself," Holt said.

Hardee's.

r

·

"In one year of operation the energy

Tuesday, "We wouldn't investigate it
without a complaint from someone that a
crime had been committed.
"It's the first I 've heard about an
investigation. We wouldn't go on a fishing
ex-pedition," Komada said . ·

l

-Only $5.00 will sen d
the

significant at any given time during the
day.

placed, he added.

Welcome
B ack Students

I

Eastern
nas . mor �
than.
3,000
.
then �ostats
makmg
it
difficult
to
.
physically go around to. ad1ust
all of th� m
whenever the weather changes or dunng
the evening ' Holt said ·

June 30, 1 9 7 6 . The period between May
Approximately a three month shipping
and June did not allow enough time for
and installation period will transpire
up
the
specifications
and
setting
before, the system will be ready · for
.
negotiating a bid ' Holt said ·
opera.t"mn, H0It said-�
The syst em
·
'
consists
a
of
small
' computer wired to all
Since that time the money · has been .
"
·
.r sai" d , but a b i"d d ate campus. buildings.
reappropnate d , H o
))t
with the firm to install the system cannot
When programm ed, the computer can
be set until the middle of September.
cut in and out on the heating and cooling
systems at different times sot hat the
It will �hen be the middle of October
energy
pull will not be extremely
before the bid can be taken and the order
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Coles Democrats still wait
for decision in election suit
By Mark Wisser

The Coles County D emocratic Central
Committee is still waiting to hear a
decision from a U.S. Appeals Court in
Chicago on their attempt to have last
November's general election nullified.
In that election Repub licans swept all
the county offices in which there was·

competition. V. G lenn Stilgebauer, a
Democrat, ran for County Treasurer
unopposed.
In competitive ni.ces, Jackie B acon
defeated Tom Morgan for County C lerk,
Paul Komada defeated Bobby Sanders for
States Attorney and Paul S mith was
re-elected Sheriff, defeating Ed Horn.
Democratic county chairperson Joe
Connelly said Tuesday he expects to hear
the results of the trial frorri his attorney
Tom Landrigan "any day now."
The suit stems from voting irregularity
in the Nov. 5 , 1 9 7 4 general election in
which several votes were "lost" due to
voting machine malfunctions;
Voters
Video
T he
machines,
manufactured by the Frank Thornber Co.
of Chicago, allegedly did n ot count as
many as 300 votes, over l 00 of which
were ·reported to have been cast in the
heavily student populated 1 5th pr-ecinct.

before a decision is a good sign that the
Democrats may win.
"There must be some division among
the j udges or it wouldn't have taken this
long, " he said. "At least we know it's
getting a full hearing. Our , attorney was
very confident when I talked to him last
'
week."

Connelly said if the court rules in the
Democrats' favor, it would probably
request Federal District Court Judge
Henry Wise in Danville to set up the rules
for a new election.

If the case goes against the Democrats,
Connelly said, they might appeal it to a
1 2 judge panel in Chicago made up of all
the justices of the Court of A ppeals.
"We would only do that if the decision
was 2- l and our attorney thought we
·
could win,"Connelly said.
He then said that step would be the
last possible alternative because "We are
definitely not going to appeal to the
United States Supreme Court ." .
Along with the county candidates,
William Paris, who ran for Circuit Court
Judge,is also affected, Connelly said.

The Democrats, were unsuccessful in
"If we win t he case and the Coies
two previous court cases, first in Fed eral
County election is thrown out , Paris
District Court iil Danville and later in
would
probably be seated as judge
Circuit Court in Charleston.
because he carried the rest of the district
The current case, b�fore a three judge by a small margin/' Connelly said.
panel in the Seventh District Court of
He added that the case would have no
Appeals in Chicago ' is an appeal of the
effect on Allan · Keith who was defeated,
Danville case.
in �he race for ·state representative.
The Democrats are seeking in that case
Connelly said the Democrats' main
to have the results of the November
election nullified and a new election arguments in the case are that the voting
machines malfunctioned and that the
held.
election judges. didn't properly conduct
·
Arguments
before
the
Court
of the election.
Appeals were heard early in June and
Connelly said the long period of time

loaded up
it.

Most students walked away from the Textbook L ibrary loaded-w i�:h books , ti

!

�

�

hose w o live i n Carm n or the newly-created East Hall should have really got
'
_
their exercise while
carrying enough books for five or six classes back to th1
res idence halls.

Facilities close
on Labor Day

By

Susan Black
Students staying at Eastern Labor Day
will have to plan campus activities around
the closing and limited hours of some
facilities.
Meal hours in the residence halls will
be
considerably
shortened, B ev e rly
Sterling, ditector of Residence Hall Food
Services, said Tuesday.
Breakfast in the halls will be served
from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m., lunch from 1 1 a.m.
to 1 2 : 15 pm. and dinner from 5 p.m. to 6
p.m., she said.
She said that these hours apply in all
the halls.
Eating at the Univeristy Union will be
limited to the Panther Lair on Labor Day, .
Herb
Brooks,
Union
director,
said
·
Monday.
The cafeterias, bookstore, R athskeller,
Duplicating Center and main office will
also be closed on Monday, he said.
The Panther Lair anCl Bowling Areas
will both open at 8 a . m . instead of .7 a.m.
on Labor Day.
All illnesses · w ill have to wait until
Tuesday after Labor Day since no one
will be on duty at the Health S ervice on
Labor Day, Joan Ceren, secretary in the
Health Service, said Monday.
Booth · Library, Catherine Russell, a
library secretary, said Monday, will also be
Glosed all day Saturday, Sunday and
Monday.
William Riordan, intramural director,
� Tuesday,. that all the fa,cilit ies at
·''· biitz
'
wiirlS'e Open for use frorin p.m. to
S p.m. MMday.

.
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Wi l dcat coa l strike is gaining liberty Bellsite to be set;
n omen tum in Souther n I ll inoi s OldMain a possible location
B y � uesday, the strike grew to
.
include m ines. owned by t he A i:nax , O ld
.
C o nsolidat io n ,
Ben,
Z � igler, ·
Freeman-Un it � d , Peabody and Inland
Steel compani es · at K eensburg, Pault �r n ,
Pe cy, Benton, Sesser, Johnst n C ity,
�
r
.
D u 9 uo rn ,
urdo k ,
H i i lsboro ,
�
M
M anon,
S hawne etown ,
Walto�ville,
Baldwin, Freeburg, and N ew A t�ens.
gl r
, Peabo dy , Freeman,
.A ma x
z; i � dO J
.
B en an d 1 n lan d mi ners are un er e er�
�ourt decree s that they return to the ir

CENTRAL IA, Ill. (AP) - A wildcat
rike gained momentu m in the Southern
,inois coal fields Tuesday and the state
nited Mine W orkers president said some

iion locals seem t o be out of control.
But the president of a local at Danville

id he ordered his men to report back fo
;>rk.
Robert Blakney of Local 1 8 70 said his
cal and another, comprising the 600
>rkm at two Zeigler Coal Co. mines at
back
ordere d
be
would
µrdock,
11esday.
The mines had remained closed despite
federal j ud ge ' s ruling Monday that the
,0 UMW locals there were in contem pt

�

Jobs.
.
s.ome miners ha�e vowed to hold out
unt il . the co m pan ie s agree to cond uct
.
elech.ons at the mine to dec ide t he
.
ro t at ion d isput e .
·
R otat w n has b een prac t"i ced for severaI

back-to-work orders he issued Aug. 1 6 .
H e fill ed them $ 5 ,000 and ordered
em to pay $ 1 ,000 a day for continued
hobedience.
At least 6,500 of the state's 1 2 ,000
i ners were on strike Tu esday, idli ng at
ist 20 mines, some for the first time

years.
Dawes sai d the miners d"e cided to make
an issue of it now beca use of a
misunderstanding.
He said an article in the national UMW
journal was misinterpreted to mean
rotation had become law.
Despite assurances it had not, he said ,
much
t he
strike
had gathered too
momentum to be halted.
"The ones that are striking are just
more or less d,r-termin�p th�Y- af.e going to

�ce the wildcat began Aug. 1 3 .
Kenneth Dawes, state UMW president ,
jd in a telepho ne int �.rview, '·'.O f course
e local officer� the Y. i4 e we ll-' c.w a re of
hat the court order is.' t think .tb.ey are
;>rking, trying to get tho se people to
turn to work. It seems like t hey� ve

L ori Mill er
A decision on a Charleston site for one
of the two Illinois Bicentennial Liberty
bells will b e reached in O ctober, J oe
Ethridge , chairperson o f thhe Charleston
Bicentennial Com mission, said Tuesd a y .
The three . lo cation s which· have been
proposed so far are the front of O ld Main,
M orton Park and the lawn of the Coles
County Courthouse, on the Charleston
s quare.
Each of the 50 state will receive t wo
bells to be commissioned on a first-come,
first-serve basis. The bells are sponsored
by
the
Limited Editions Collectors
Society.
T h e bell to be located in Charleston
should arrive in mi"d-December, Ethri"dge
said, and should be dedicated sometime
next spring .
"We've raised about $9 ,000, which
means we're halfway there," E thridge
said.
The bell itself will cos: about $ 1 0,000

eir health and makes them less a lert to
fety hazards.

:all theatre production try-outs
o be held Thursday an� Friday

�uditions

for

the

Theatre

�
based principally around t he play's title
characters from Shakespeare's " H amlet ."
Auditions are open t o any interested
students, he added.
'�A merican
Prim itive"
will
be
performed
October ' 2,�. 4 , and 5 .

Arts

IPartment's fall productions will be
d from 7 to 9 p.m. Thursday and 4 to
J.m. Friday in the Fine Arts T heatre,
:k Range of the department said
i!Sday.
fhe play "American Primitive" will b e
;:cted by Rang who added that there
I be five male and five female parts
h each playing several roles.
'American
Primitive"
by
William
1son is based on the letters and diaries
John anrl Abigail Adams around the
e of the American revoluation .
he
p la y
and
"Rosen c rantz
ildenstern are Dead" by Tom Stoppard
l be directed by E .G . Gabbard of the
�atre Arts Department. Auditions will
held at the same times with 1 3 men
two women needed for parts.
iabbard said that the play is a comedy

-li ew rules have been drawn up for
necoming
and
freshman
q ueen
mdant elections by members of the
e r fr a t e r n i t y
C o u n cil
(IFC)
necoming committee, Dave Poshard ,
� co-chairperson, said Tuesday.
�he former
University Board ( UB)
1mittee was adopted by the IFC when
UB announced in J uly that it would
longer sponsor t he event , Poshar4 said.
fajor change ID. the rules allow -only
ales to run for the positions.
'oshard said that the IFC took over
elections because the members felt
it was a worthy cause.
'etitions for the upcoming elections
f be picked up in the Stud ent
·
ivitie .Ill Q·
-·
·� nn; .,,.. ,;.,,'I'll.,,
on a d d ition and must be returned by

•-

�,.. _.

1 (\

The decision on the site w ill be made
by t he donors and by the Charleston
Bicentennial
Commission,
Ethridge
added.

D uring the summer, Eastern's S tudent
Senate voted against sendirlg a letter to
the Co mmission suggesting that the
Liberty Bell not be placed on campus.

Senators in favor of the letter said they
were prote sting against "any further
e x ploitation
of
the
Bicentennial,"
b ecause t he b ell was • 'just a hunk of iron"

·

Senator Phil Galanter submitted a
letter to the senate on July 1 0 w hich
suggested private individuals spend their
money on more worthwhile projects than
the liberty bell�

3 45-4 7 1 7
Charleston 5 1 0 Sixth St.
' Mattoon 1 4 1 7 B roadway Ave. 2 35-5 7 5 2

"Rosencrantz
and
Guildenstern
are
Dead" is scheduled to be performed
O ctober 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 8 and 1 9 .

�

� � � -

WELCOME TO EIU !

·

rimecoming elections
, be sponsored by /FC

The
bell
is
b eing
funded
by
contributions. Approximately 40 people
have donated so fal', Ethridge said.
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stay," he said.
There was disagreement within the
rank am\ file over the issue. "The fact is.
there are'two sides to the story," he said.
"There are some of the people in the
distri c t that don't want a. straight shift .
And then the side that is really rebelling
·
and wanting straight shifts.''

ndly lost control of the situation."
M urdock miners unleashed the wildcat
a dispute over shift rotation, a practice
which working hours are changed every
onth.
Some miners say rotation endangers

and an additional $ 3 ,000 to $ 4 ,000 is
needed to house the bell.

By
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Kissinger reports 'remar�able success' in Mide�st negotiations
·

ALEXAND RIA
Egypt
(AP)
"re�arkable
R e p o rting
progress,"
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
mived from Jerusalem T uesday with a
partially agreed-upon draft of an . interim
Sinai pact between Egypt and Israel. . _

Israeli officials said the agreement
might be signed before week's end .
- President
Answar
Sadat - received
Kissinger i m m e d ia t e l y upon his arrival
in this summer resort city, and Kissinger
handed the draft of the impending Sinai
'agree ment
to
the
Egyptian
leader,
declaring only "nuances" remain to be
settled.
"If this succeeds it will mean defusing
of the situation," Sadat told newsmen.
He and Kissinger faced each other on
the lawn in front of a California-style villa
the Egyptian leader has lived in since the
reopening of the Suez Canal in June.
Sadat said the agreement "is not only
good for Egypt and for the Arab world
but it is for the sake of peace . . . for the
,
Arabs and the Israelis."

newsmen afterward the subtle and fme
points" of the accord were being worked
out, but parts already had been a�reed
upon by both sides." e are making remarkable pro ress
W
g
toward an agreement and toward a
nervous breakdown, and it's going to be a

race which w il l be a chieved first,
· Kiss
�ger qu�pped.
.
Diplomatic sources said the · pact,
comm� t � ing l sra�l to a wit�drawal from
the Gidi and Mitla mountain passes and
giving up _ the Abu R udeis oilfields
captured from Egypt in I 96 7 , will be of
unlimited d uration and will not. depend

.DON'T MISS OUR�B IG, ANNUAL
SUMME_R _

Asked if it was also for the sake of
territory that he was leading Egypt into
the accord, Sadat replied, "Territory? We
shall be regaining our territory. But what
we are after is peace . "
In Jerusalem, Kissinger met for six
hours
with Israel leaders and told

TOMORROW & FRIDAY
(Aug. 28_& Aug. 29)

27 classes with
low enrollment
axedby CAA

All Jewelry
25 % to 50% OFF!

By

Debbie Pearson
Twenty-seven courses will be dropped
from Eastern's curriculum in accordance
. with the Council on Academic Affairs
(CAA) rule on classes with insufficient
enrollment.
The B oard of Governors also has rules
on class size and has stressed the
impprtance of maintaining class size.
- The CA.A rule calls for · "automatic
.
deletion of courses that have not been
taught
or
have been taught with
insufficient enrollments within a specified
time
period,"
Ann
Jackson,
CAA
chairperson, said Tuesday.
Amoz l
Among some of the courses to be
dropped from the curriculum are two
anthropology courses, three economic
courses, one elementary education course
and two classic courses.
Other courses to be dropped from the
curriculum include 1 0 foreign _ language
courses, four geography courses, two
inlustrial arts courses and one course in
each industrial technology, music and
philosophy.
,
Jackson said that deans who· wish to
retain any of the courses should submit
their requests to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs before Sept. 1 .
Several other courses which will be
offered during the fall semester may be
dropped from the curriculum effective
January. 1 9 7 6 if the I 0th day enrollments
in those courses faii to meet the
minimum class size number:.
The CAA also discussed the propo sed
new · course, I ntroduction to the Liberal
Arts and Liberal S ciences, but action on
the course will not be taken until the
second meeting this semester, Ja ckson
said.
"Many faculty members are fearful
that
the
new course would effect
attendanc e in departmental courses,"
.
Jackson said.
Although the last CAA meeting was in
July, the council will not be meeting
again until Sept. 1 1 .
Three new members will be joining the
council and the new chairperson will be·
elected at thaf time.
J c
will preside at tharmeeting.

.

on future territorial concessions to Syria
or Jordan.
The main issue in the agreement-the
withdrawal lines-was settled , the sources
said, and agreement was close on the
half-doze.n I sraeli front line electronic
surveillance posts to be
manned by
·
American technicians.
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Walker: Extend women's rights
CHICAGO (AP) - Gov . . Dan Walker.
said Tuesday that Illinois is lagging
behind other states iii obtaining equal
rights for women and he added,, "This is
a stigma that must be wiped out . "
Walker told a crowd a t the Federal

. Bridge t·o stay closed
due to l�ck of plans

He also announced the appointment of
Due to construction designing and its
approval, repairs on the Division Street Beverly Addante, 32, as his "women's
bridge, close since Aug. 1 9 , will not begin advocate."
before Nov . 1 , city engineer Ed Buxton .
Walker also said he will sing a bill
;;aid Tuesday.
making
Feb.
15
a
holiday
B uxton estimated that it would take a commemorating the birthday of women's.
month to design the construction plans rights pioneer Susan B. Anthony.
, and more time for its approval from the
The governor also said he did not k·nmy
state.
whe'
t her the legislature would resurrect
. He also said that work on the. bridge
will take about . two months, d epending the Equal Right for Women amendment,
on the severity of winter weather (ERA) in the fall session but he added,
"If not, then next year, the year of our
conditions.
Bicentennial, must be the year for ERA . "
I( will be closed from four to six
months;- Buxton said.
The ERA bill has not passed the Illinlis
�-he bridge .was · closed last week legislature despite several attempts in
<
recent years.
se it proved unsafe for traffic.
;
·

·

·

�

:Man mtiy �dopt 300 Vietrefugees
· N ICEVI LLE, Fla. (APh- Ferrel Spence
·says his family will help solve the
problem
of
-resettling
the
1 ,500
Vietnamese refugees still encamped at
nearby Eglin Air Force Base by
iaking
in 300 of them.
"Of course, we're not totally unselfish
in. all this," . Spence readily admitted
Tuesday. "We need the workers."
S pence is president of the family
owned · Spence Fishing Co., based in this
Florida Panhandle town.
·

"First , we can help these people find a
.;ob, and second, we can assist our
·:ompany in finding good /fisher.men,"
')pence said after the family received
1 ermission to sponsor the 300 refugees;
·

Whiskey heir Bronfman thjnks
1 of his abductors was female

Building Plaza that he will sign 1 3 bills
expanding women's rights in Illinois and
he signed one bill at the rally celebrating
NEW YORK (AP) - Time and
the 55th anniversary of women's right to
Newsweek magazines said Sunday that
vote.
Samuel Bronfman 2nd believes one of
The bill signed by the governor his kidnappers was a woman.

prohibits banks from requiring single
women to have co-signers on promisory
notes if the· sam.e requirement is not
placed on single male borrowers.

Spence will ad<! to his present 34
fishermen an undetermined number of
the refugees he is sponsoring, and he says
fishing companies from Mississippi to
Panama City have agreed to take the
remainder.
Tpey will be trained under Spence's
supe'rv ision and sponsorship.
The · 80 or so fishermen among the 300
refugees would probably fill most the
need for crews in the area, Spence said.
The rest are members of the families.
The company has already sponsored 1 1
fishermen with 32 additional family
members.
"They're not accustomed to our
type of · fishlng," Spence said.

WELCOME STUDENTS
from
and most Progressive Bank ·

The Charleston National B ank
A Full Service B ank
A wish to our EIU students

and friends for a good and · :
prosperous year to you all.
Come in and see us soon.

"Brofman thinks that it was a woman
because at one point, the car stopped,
someone got out, and heard the rap of
high-heeled shoes on the side\Valk."

Mel Patrick Lynch, a New Y ork City
fireman, and limousine service operator
Dominic B yrne· have been charged with
extortion in the case.

The magazine also said Bronfman said
he heard Byrne tell someone on the.
telephone, "she said the money has been
delivered."

Newsweek
said
its
. source
in
Washington · said the FBI was "still
investigating whether a third person
might have been involved-perhaps as
Sam himself sas said to have told friends,
a woman."

A $2.3 million ransom was paid by
Bronfman's father, Edgar, head of
Seagrams distillers.

Time said, "Young Bronfman has told
investigators he is 'sure' that one of his
abductors was a woman. He rec�lls being .
pushed into the back s.eat of a car when
the kidnapers seized him outside the
unoccupied home of his mother, Ann
Loeb Bronfman, in surburban Purchase,
N.Y.

It was recovered after city police and
FB I agents, acting on a tip from Byrne,
rescued young Bronfman from Lynch's
apartment in B.rooklyn on Aug. 1 7, nine
days after the kidnaping.

double up
FASH I O N S

Cross County M al l
M ATTOO N

·

History Film
The film " 1 776" will be shown by the
History Department
Lecture Room at 2
film is the first of a
presented weekly by

iri the Booth Library
p.m. Thursday. This
serios of films to be
the department.

Special izi ng
•

1n

Orientation Packets

·

New and transfer students may pick
up orientation packets in the Student
Activities Office of the Union addition
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday. These packets contain coupons
for . discounts from local merchants and
samples of various toiletries.

J u n ior
Sportswear.
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"He is cer,t ain that Lynch sat beside
him on the seat, and he believes a third
person was seated next to Lynch.

Time gave no source for its story and
Newsweek
credited
"a Washington
.. .
source."
·

*

Charleston 's Oldest - Largest

News

SHADES FOR YOU !
\
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#
#
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COVALT· DRUG STORE
.

South .Side Square,' C�arleston

.
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" S t o e v e r 's
really
responsit
Hickman said. "He said we had a ch:
to get it-a slim chance-so he put in
time and the work and we got it."

governor.
Holt said Eastern looked into the
possibility of getting the additional
moriey this fiscal year. but could- not .
. .•

Tite

.

.

.,.,

�

earliest Eastern cou'nf . get the
rrecesS,ary appropri11tion is fiscaJ 1 9 77
whiC�;starts in July of 1 97 9.:he said.

Holt said Eastern currently 'pay� ·$ 1 . 1 8
;per thousand gallons and. that rate will go
up to $ t . 36 per thousand gallons in fiscal
i 977 under an agreement reached earlier•
this ye�r .

Welcome Back Home !
drop by the old Colonel's
- trv
.;

•

•

•

our
x- tra
crispy
•

Welcome Students
Diamonds - Watches - Jewelry

HANFTS - JEWELR�
508 Sixth Street
Charleston, Illinois
Your Assurance of Quality

:

I

I

and Satisfaction
235-0586

.......�····························

Phone 345- 54 1 0
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!federal funds may be
�licedat SIU by HEW

- The
(AP)
Ill.
CARBONDAL E,
pepartment of Health Education and
�elfare (HEW) has ordered Southern
[ llinois University to show cause why all
federal funds for the school should no.t be
cut off be cause of a sex discrimination ·
:ase.

Warren
Brand t ,
SIU
president ,
nnounced the show cause order in a
etter drafted for sub mission to the
a cuity and staff today.
University sources said $3 million to
5 million is involved.
At issue is a complaint brought by
ormer instructor Marisa Canute-Amoros
gainst S I U in 1 9 72.
She c.harges the school discriminated
gain st Iler. on the basis of sex in 1 9 7 1 ,
·ar cing :he� departure from the school,
mder payiilg her and failing to provide
ther benefits.
HEW took up the case and SIU has
offered to sett ie with, A m o r o s several
imes, beginning in July 1 9 7 3 w:1en the
.chool proposed to give her $4 7 ,000 plus
e instate men t .
She refused the offer saying it wasn't

enough.
The next month the HEW office of
civil rights ruled the offer was adequate
sex
of
school
the
cleared
and
discrimination.
However the case was ordered opened
1 1 months later by the Department of
Labor which has ultimate responsibility
for enforcement of eem ployment practice
laws.
I n February the department suggested
$ 1 30,000
would
be
an
adequate
settlement.
The S'chool offered $ 7 5 ,000 and was
again refused.
Brandt's jraft said HEW served a show
cause order Aug. 4, giving 30 days for a
reply.
John Huffman, the school's lawyer, said
today that negotiations are continuing
but that no settlement appears im minent.
Unless differences are resolved, HEW
will file a notice of intent to end funding
on Sept. 4.
The school will have two weeks to file
a request for a hearing.
Brandt
was
out
of
town
and
.
unavailable for comment today.

onorrhea epidem ic peak expected

national
(AP)-Th e
YORK
NEW
�pidemic of gonorrhea has taken a
.easonal change · for the worse. The
}umber of new victims is skyrocketing

Lgain.
• _
And that has br6ngiii-<t- sharp_in crease
ini the to ll-free telephone calls to
Dperation Venus from people across the
·ountry seeking advice about gonorrhea
r any of dozen other venereal diseases.
Named after the goddess of love,
peration Venus is a telephone advisory
:enter in Philadelphia manned by young
rolunteers.
Its $40,000-a-year telephone bill is
oaid by the Center for Disease Control of
:he U.S. Public Health Service and
;ontributions from 3 0 civic, fraternal,

t

teligious and other organizations.
All calls are confidential and no caller
s asked his or her name.
·

Operation V enus is busier now because
the weekly rate of new cases of gonorrhea
rises to a peak in late summer and early
autumn, a ccording to statistics from the
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, Ga.
The V D rate declines in winter and early

5��

During Ai.igusi: im!. S �.!!!� mber of this
year, some 21,000 or more new case� t..f
gonorrhea are expected each week.
And since far from all cases are
re ported to health. authorities, "actual
cases may range as high as 60,000 a week
before November ,"
says Joseph A .
Chiappa, acting executive director of the
United States Alliance for the Eradication
of Venereal Disease, headquartered in
nhiladelphia.
"Over
the
next
three
months,
Operation Venus expects to counsel at
least 10,000 callers," Chiappa says.

Brighten your

with flowers
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and plants!

for complete
gift and person al decorating needs
come to Noble 's ·
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Noble Flower Shop
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Charles ton 345- 7007
( behind the Post Office ) .
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Baby's heart outside its body
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - "As soon as the
baby was born, the doctors told me
something was wrong," said the mother
of Christopher Wall Jr.
The "something" was that the baby
was born with his heart outside his body.
Doctors
believe
that
Christopher
represents the only case in which an
infant born with the defect has survived
more than two days.
Christopher was born Aug. 1 0 at
Garden State Community Hospital in
Marlton, N . J . , the first child ·for Teresa
Wall, 20, and her husband, Christopher,
23.

H e was born without a sternum, the
elastic cartilage, sometimes called the
breastbone, that connects the rib cage in
front.
The infant's heart , unprotected by
skin, was protruding through an opening

.I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

N ews

in his chest.
Christopher, whose parents live in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla . , but were staying with
relatives in Camden, N .J . , for the birth,
was taken to Children's Hospital here.

that
concerned
D o c t ors,
his
unprotected heart would dry up, worked
t hrough the night in a rare operation to
save him.
Six times they tried to put the heart
back in the tiny chest, but there wasn't
enough room, and the blood vessels were
being pinched.
They tried to cover it with a plastic
shield , but that, too, cut off circulat ion.
Finally, they covered the heart with
skin stretched from the infant's chest .
Christopher, who weighed six pounds
at birth, is listed in fair but stable
condition.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
.

ATTENTION

Petitions for Homecoming
Queen

Attend ant

and Freshman

can be picked up

in the "Student Activities &

,

Population experts
predict baby boom
·in this generation
WASHING TON (AP)-A pair of
population experts say the unprecedented
decline in the nation's birth rate is ending
and a new baby boom may be on the
way.
If · it m aterialize s, responsibility for
the boom will rest with women who
decided in the 1960s to postpone haviIJg
their children, thus steadily pushing the
U.S . fertility rate to its lowest level ever.
But two California demographers-or
social statisticians..:..sa y they see evidence
these women-now in their late 20s and
early 30s-still intend to have children
and will begin making up for lost time.
"In sum, our evidence suggests that the
American birth rate may have bottomed
out and that the country is likely to see a
rise in reproduction," June Sklar and
Beth Berkov wrote in an article in the
current issue of Science magazine.
Sklar is a research demographer at the
University of California at Berkeley and
Berkov is a demographic analyst at the
California State Department of Health.
They said their study is based on 1974
California birth statistics, which are more
recent than those available for the
country as a whole.
The conclusions were checked against
data from other states and they believe
trends seen in California will be found
elsewhere.
America's most recent baby boom
came in the 19 50s when the nation's
general fertility rate reached 3.7 children
per woi:nan in 19 5 7 .
The fertility rate began a gradual
decline, rea ching 1.9 children per woman
in 1974, the lowest rate in the nation's
history.
A variety of factors apparently were at
work in the 1960s and early 1970s causing
young women to delay having children.

Consumers adaptillg to · inflation
NEW YORK (AP)-The behavior of
co nsumers is changing in the face of rising
prices and declining purchasing power,
and a large segment of the business world
is concerned that the change might be
permanent.
If it is, A merican industry must prove
its resiliency.
Ir must scrap some of its favorite
assumptions of what needs and motives
move the marketplace, and then it muse
learn to respond to the new cues.
After exploring the situation, Morgan
Guaranty Trust commented that "the
sales stakes for the supermarket, the auto
showroom, the appliance store, and
myriad service industries are high;
personal consumptions expenditures now
reach close a trillion dClllars a year."
One change, that to smaller. cars,
already has cost Detroit hundreds of
millions of dollars, has resulted in layoffs
of American workers and has had an
adverse impact on the country's foreign
trade balance.
Tailfins, chrome, eight cylinders and
plenty of power are now being replaced
by fuel economy.
In 1965 people often bought cars for
show. Now they say "it's only
transportation."
The changing attitudes are obvious,
and for good reason :
While family income rose 7 per cent in

·

ca�pus
calendar
Wednesday
Late Registration,

8 a . m . , Union Bal lroom,

I roquois, Mezz.
EIU

Sport

Parachute C l ub ,

8 a . m . , Union

Lobby

10 a.m., Union Lobby
I FC Watermelon Social, 4 p.m.. library

Col lege Republicans,
Quad

1974 to $12,840-that's the median, with
hal f
above,
half
below · that
figure-inflation turned it into a four per
cent decline.
When economics of that sort are forced
upon the consumer he reacts realistically.
Unlike cities, states and federal
government, he doesn't dare to go into
deficit financing for long. Eventually he
cuts back.
The attitude toward college has
changed. Those who found their family
income elevated suddenly during the
1960s insisted that their children go ·to big
name schools.
"Nothing's more important than
education," they said.

Now they extol the advantages
community colleges.
They rationalize: "If you really vi
an education you can get it anywhere.
Unsure of the future, Americans l
cut back on a vast number
discretionary items.
E urope at any cost was once the m1
of some young American couples. :!'
they seek to discover their
backyards.
Slowly, Americans are learning
conserve as well as consume.
The messages that come from
advertising media are still overwhelmil
fox: consumption. But conservation ge
mention.

Residents can sit in on classes
for minim al fee throu gh CAP
By Susan mack

For $5 per semester hour area residents
can sit in on and participate in classes
held at
Eastern,
George Hackler,
Director of the Office of Continuing
Education, said Monday.
These residents, he said, do not receive
credits or grades for any of the courses
they take.
The average full-time Eastern student
pays approximately $20 per semester
. hour for the sam: course, but receives credit.
Hackler said that the Community
Access Program (CAP) participants must
wait until seats become available in the
courses they wish to take.
The program, which originated three
years ago, is designed to "provide
opportunity for area citizens to sit in on
classes for a nominal fee," Hackler said.
"The ones I know about that are
participating are business peopJe, but I
und erstand that some housewives also
participate," he said .
He said that the people are taking

courses for "self-improvement" and
not interested in the credit or grade.
Hackler said that usually only "te
1 2" people participate each semester '
though at the start of the program it
hoped that 30 or more would partici1
The limited response to CAP, Hae
said, "is due to the Jack of publicity."
He said that Eastern offers t
courses at minimum cost so that
community can be involved on can
and see what really goes on.
"Some universities have senior citi
programs for zero dollars, where t
people can sit in for free, but Eastern
not received the okay from the I
(Board of Governors) for sud
program," he said.
Hackler said that he did not kno·
Eastern will be pushing for a se
citizens program but did say that it
been "informally discussed among
BOG members."
Interested residents can get fur
information from Hackler's office.

Inter-Varsity
Christian
Fellowship
Welcome you to EIU and invites you
to IVCF Weiner Roast ·
5:30 p.m. Thursday, A ug. 28

at Morton Part Morton Park Pa11ilion
••••••••••••

Throughout the ye�r Inter- Varsity offers

Fellowship
• Bible Studies
•Social Activities
Speakers
• Church Program Teams ,
•

•

For more info call Ted Schoun
IVCF Pres. 306 Thomas 58 1 -3388

r-.-·
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New H ead F ootball Coach John Konstantinos inspects his troops during
tlisthenics while they prepare for their season opener at Cedar Falls against

N ews

Northern I owa Sept. 6. The Panthers had been practicing twice a day up until the
start of classes.

Practices in fullswing for fall sports

News photos by Scott Weaver

f under the direction of new head Coach
lhn Konstantinos, the 1 9 7 5 edit ion of
•

Eastern

Football

squad

has

changed to the wishbone offense.
Hopefully, _ the new offense will help in
obtaining b etter point production than
the Panthers had last season.
The 1 974 season found the gridders
averaging only eight points per contest.
Konstantinos
called
the
players
attitude to the upcoming schedule as
"ex celleilt. "
"We're very excited about starting the
season," he said.
Konstantinos, along w ith his players ,
will be trying to turn around a program
that has been on the losing side for many
years.

been

lige ntly working in preparation for their
pson opener Sept . 6 against Northern

wa at Cedar Rapids:
1Konstantinos, who was hired to replace
rmer head coach Jack Dean , had
�viously been a director of recruiting
•1 administrative assistant at North
rolina University.
The Panther gridders will be operating
't of a new offense called the "veer".
Last year the squad started with the
'' formation an d then later in the season

!

;

R ick T supros, who is vying for the number one quarterback position, practices
.
:s passing during the afternoon drills.

l

.

..

Tom Woodall, cross country coach,,discusses his workout plans with one of his
runners.

Wednesday, , August ·21,
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It was quite a summer for EaStern sportS·
------

·Weleome back to Eastern, sports fans. This season,
Tim Yonke and I, aided by our sports staff, will try to
bring you the best sports coverage we can for Eastern

/J'U
� 11
a
IT fl

ithletics.
..Before we get too far into this season, it might help
if we brought you up to date a little on this summer's
_
action.
\
Probably the biggest thing that happened this
hey
summer was the St. Louis· football Card,inals-t
'
trained here at Eastern.

���n/1�

tourney in Colorado.

�llu1il191J

·

In the USTFF meet , one which featured the finest
talent �rom the AAU, NA.IA , and all three divisions of

the NCAA, Ababio took sixth in the long jump with a
23-feet 9� inches leap and seventh in the triple jump at
a distance of 50-feet 5 inches.

Last spring, if you'll remember, the talk was quite

favorable about the Big Red coming to Eastern to

On the baseball scene , the Panthers bowed out of
the NCAA College Division Midwest Regional after the

,train, except for the fact that Eastern has no lights, on
the football field.

second game of the double-elimination tourney, which
was also hosted by Eastern.

That stumbling block was apparently overlooked by
the Cardinals, because on May 44, they announced
they would train at Eastern.

Panthers Bob Schlemmer and Wally Ensminger were
among 1 6. ball players chosen to the All-State baseball

�

The Cardinals b gan training camp here
- July 1 9 and
broke camp Friday.

team.
Also the women's track team finished fourth in the
1 2-team State Track meet and also established two
...
state records.

Track star Toni Ababio copped two first place titles
at the NCAA Division II track meet at the end of May.
Ababio became Eastern's first double winner in
national competition with winning leaps in both the
'
long jump and the triple jump.

Debbie Ward set a state record in the 1 00-meter
hurdles with a 1 5 .6 time, her' best ever, while Eastern's
mile-relay team of Florence Bolden, Kim Davis,, Rose
Onama and �ue Whaley ·recorded a 4: 1 1 .3 clocking to
set another record. '

Ababio skipped the Division I · meet in place of
being able to participate in the USTFF (United States
Track and Field Federation) meet in Berkley, Cal.

In the women's softball tourney, rain ruined the
Eastern team's hope of advancing into regional
competition.

·

./ntramurals offer wide variety
·

A wide variety of intramural sports for
m en and women Will be offered this
semester here at Eastern.
The total number of different a ctivities

is 23 ranging fro m the ' popular flag
football to the folk and squa're dancing
club .
Men's and women's flag football along
with men's soccer will be . beginning ·
within the next few weeks.
The closing dates tor entries in these
activities is Sept. S.
Shortly
thereafter
modern
dance,

Practice set for
baseball tryouts

tennis
way.

an

badminton

will get under

Their deadlines are Sept. 9, 1 0 and 1 2
respectively.
The deadline for volleyball is Sept . l 9
and for football skills the cutoff date is
O ct . 3.
,

Entries for bowling, swimming n;lays
'
and pre- holiday basketball are due by
\
Oct . 3 1 .
.
Two new activities under consideration
for addit.ion to the intramural pro gram
this 'year are floor hockey and a
gymnastics
cfo.b .
William Riordan, director o f intramural
sports, said he is looking forward to this
upcoming season and expects it to be a
fine year. .
I

Also1 for water lovers the Bu zzard
swimming pool will be open to students
Monday through Friday from 4 to 6 p.m.
The Lantz pool is open from 7 to 9
p. m . Monday through Friday, from 1 to S
p.m. Saturday . and from 3 to S p.m.

Fall baseball tryouts will begin at 3 : 30
p.m. on Sept. 2 on t he varsity field head
coach J. W. Sanders said Monday.
can
student
undergraduate
Any
participate but all candidates must supply
1
Sunday.
'
their own equipment.
Anyone wanting more information on
Sanders added that all prospects must
have irs� completed a ph�sical at the � ny intramura act ivity sh ou ld. go to the
_
before intramural office m room l 44 of the
Service
Health
university
Lantz
building.
tryouts.
the
in
competing

�

··

Both won their first si.ngles matches but lost their
second singles. A Southern Texas duo defeated the pair
6- 1 , 3-6, 6-7 in the doubles.
In case you don't remember, men's tennis as well as
gymnastics and golf were dropped ifi mid-May from
Eastern's int�rcollegiate athletic pr�gi::a m.
Also recently the federal government has· become
involved in collegiate athletics with the installation of

Title IX, the Health, Education an.d Welfare (HEW)
guideline which prohibits sex discrimination in sports.

Title IX will have a major effect on athletic�· acro8s
the country at all levels.
·

In other activitie�. a number of Eastern athletes
faired very well in summer and post-season spring
competition.

By Tim Katzmark

Due to tpe rainy conditions in mid-May, Eastern did
. not play out the tournament.
.
In the men's tennis category, Eastern's Jeff Fifield
and Don Harvey participated in the Division II tennis

�

•

The NCAA j ust concluded an e.conomic convention
a couple of weeks ago which resulted iii changes in

athletics across the nation.

.

.

.

'

A final note, Eastern's Sports Information Director

Dave . Kidwell rated Eastern first in the nation in
Division II in an All-Sports Champion' poll for the
1974-75 season.
·

LOok for stories on all the summer
happenings as well as what is yet t9 come.
·

Prospects look good for an

�her

sports

·

HOUSE OF PLAQUES
welcomes students
Arts and Crafts To Fit Your Taste

<?pen noon to five
Saturdays .;. 9 to five
7 1 4 Jackson

345 - 96 1 1

, COSMIC MOON BOUTIQUE
WELCOMES YOU...
Im ported m e rch�ndise for the intern�tional look

•PANTS
•JACK_E_'t_S"
•SHIRTS
•MAXI DRESSES
• BLOUSES .

�

highly �uccessf

sports season �t Eastern. Go get 'em, Panthers!

•LEA'IHER BAGS··
•BELTS· ·
• HATS
• SHOES
. • GIF·r� ITEMS
�

A �the� tic Navaho T�rquoise Jewelry
_
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Sports

StudeDtS to pay 50-cent ad01ission ·10 events
have increased one-third over last year
while they had already increased in costs
by another one-third the previous year.
Mullally
said
that
the
athletic
department operated in a deficit budget
last year and it is hoped that the
will . help
cost
ad mission
increased
alleviate that deficit.
Other· colleges and universities the size
of Eastern charge as much as 50 cents
admission while other schools charge even
more and have a higher student activities

By -Dave �anks .

·Due to what Athletic Director Mike
Mullally called increased costs in supplies,
Eastern students will have to pay 50 cents
to see all athletic contests at' Eastern from
now on.
·

·

Mullally said that athletic departments
across the nation are in dire need of
money due to rising costs.
He said that training room supply costs

fee than Eastern.
,
Last year, Mullally in ; tituted a 25 cent
user fee for all home men's athletic
contests.
· Attendance was down approximately
300-400 last year, Mullally pointed out,
which could
be attributed to the
ad mission charge.
Mullally backed up his admission
increase by saying "our product merits 50
cents"
in
reference
to
the · fine
performances turned in by Eastern teams.

·

Ha�riers seeking 3rd consecutive perfect season
By Tim Yonke

·

Coach Tom Woodall's Harriers have
had an und'efeated record in dual meets
for the last two. years.
'Last season tM Panthers finished in
third place at the NCAA D ivision I I
National Championships.
·Three lettermen return from that
highly successful squad along with some
experienced upperclassmen.
All-American Mike Larson, who was
last year's h9norary captain , heads up the
lettermen alon'g with veteran Ken Burke
and sophomore Mike Christy.
Some o f the · returnees that Woodall
expects to help the club are Bert Meyers,

,Volleyballpractice set

Boaters have returning depth
Alhassen spent most of the 1 9 74
season a t the sweeper back position .
Teller said that he doesn't think there
is any one individual who is a standout ,
but that the team as a whole should be
solid.
A problem last year appeared to be the
lack of teamwork · early in the season
which Teller attributed to the players not
being familiar with each other.
This year, Teller does not anticipate
this happening, he said, because the
majorit y of the team has played together
'
last season.
Teller said that he hopes the team "can
pick up where. it left off last season."

28)

\

- Link Karol Kowalezyh, who was
injured for most of the 1 9 7 4 season,
could be an asset to the Panther attack
this season.
Panther co-captains B ob Casey and
Mike Alhassen will also figure greatly in
the Panther campaign.
Casey is a strong tackler and very sharp
on defense.
Alhassen, who Teller says will be a
definite
candidate
for
All-American
honors this year, will also be leading the
.
team.
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Paul Wei!muenster, Bill Wilkins, Dave
NU's Wildcats will travel here for the
VanVorn, Mike B rehm and vet�ran track
season and home opener against. the
Panthers Sept . 1 3.
performer Paco Morera.
.
Woodall cited the experience of these
The Harriers will also be running in the
tough Notre Dame Invitational Oct. 1 0.
runners as keys to the team's success.
As far as the newcomers to the cross
Eastern's home course will be changed
slightly this season because the Panthers
country scene, freshmen and transfers, he
will be hasting the state cbampionships
remarked that it was too early to tell
·
what they might be able tocontribute.
here Oct. 25.
'
"We're a very young team and I have
Woodall noted that h e will have t o
great faith in my people to bring new life
make t h e starting straightaway longer for
into our program," Woodall said .
the st ate tourney.
All women interested in participating
"We've got some super people out and
Coach Woodall has set no real goals for
they all have one thing in common, great
this year's squad , such as times or season in intercollegiate volleyball are asked to
attend the first scheduled practice from
spirit ," he added.
record
Woodall noted that he has no real star
He said that his only goal is for each 4-6 p. m . Wednesday in McAfee gym.
Anyone with questions should contact
runners from high school but is very
individual runner to do his best, and that
confident in the newcomers he has.
hopefully that will be enough to keep the either Coach Joan Schmidt at h er office
in Lantz o.r Kathy Pilger at 345-43 53.
The schedule' has be toughened this
cross country program successful. year with the adtfit ioJY of two Big Ten
-----schools, Purdue and Northwestern.

Without
two
All-A m ericans,
Don
Sparks and · Rick Livesey, the Eastern
cross country team will attempt to
maintain the success they have enjoyed
over the last two seasons. 30

(Continued from page

. 'H e said th� t he hopes the cost increase
will not have an adverse -affect on
attendance, but
he
said . that there
probably would be some students who
will object to the increase.
Students can buy all-sports passes for
$ 1 0 w hich will admit them to all conte sts
for both semesters.
He pointed out that the student could
get · his money's worth after only one
semester if he attends all home football
games, basketball games and soccer games
in the fall semester.
The passes are on 8ale at the athletic
office in Lantz.
The 50 cent figure will be charged for
women's sports as well as men's.
Mullally said that he "hopes there
. won't be another increase" in student
ad mission and also that he "doesn't
.
anticipate another increase."
He did say, however, that should costs
continue to �. there may be another
need to increase the student ad mission
fee.
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Cardinal training camp benefits un�versity
would n o t have been able t o find any
other place to train .whi�h had facilities
Two key factors were responsible for
! like Eastern.
the S t. Louis footbal� Cardinals training
The Cardinals stayed in S tevenson
Eastern, · A thletic Duector Mike
at
Tower and used facilities in the Lantz
Mullally said Tuesday.
building for dressing rooms, meetings and
Those two reasons, Mullally said, were
film sessions as well as 1using the
get
to
effort
an
made
the fact that "we
wrestling room as a weight room.
them here" with the second being· that
Mullally further comme nted on t ht
they
and
here
es
"we have great faciliti
ience offered "Y Eastern as he saiCl
conven
(the Cardinals) could see that quite
that the Cardinals could eat breakfast in
readily."
S tevenson Tower, walk a few steps to
The Cardinals opened training camp at
Lantz for · taping, meetings or other
Friday,
camp
broke
and
9
1
Eastern July
t
hin.gs , th1m· walk out the back doqr of
just prior to their annual game with the
Lantz and be on thee practice fields.
Chicago Bears.
The Big Red used the main football
Mullally said that the final negotiations
ield, part of the soccer field and a
f
the
ed
with
complet
·
were
visit
for their
portion of t he area between the stadium
Cardinals May 24, which i.9 the day the
t he practice fields.
and
they
would
nced
annou
lly
ig
Red
officia
B
Mullally said that the university made a
train at Eastern.
"nice sum" of money from the Cardinals
Mullally said that he feels the Cardinals .

By · Dave Shank s

visit and he al�O· said that the Cardinals
to
"$85,000
approximately
spent
$90,000 in the community," both
Eastern and Charleston on necessities
alone , not to mention � hat the players
and staff spent on their own.
"It went well for all," M ullally said
regarding t he visit, as he noted that he
heard numerous favorable comments
from Cardinal coaches and players as to
the "really impressive plant we have
'
here."

It appeared at one time that the fact
that Eastern does not have lights for the
field would . keep the Big Red from
coming to Eastern. ,
�ullally said that at one time he
thought the Cardinals would definitely
not come for that reason as they had
specified the need of . lights but the
Cardinals called back and co� tinued to

class ifi ed ads
aaaouncem e a ts
portable
School
Special .
Fall
"and
cleaned
typewriters
manual
oiled: air cleaned $ 1 0.9 5 ; chemic al
Illinois
Eastern
$ 1 9.9 5 .
cleaned
Office Equipm ent Co. S 1 2 Sixth
6
Street. 345-566
.

We have apartments available fo;
fall. As low as $ 60 per person. Call or
come by anytime. Phone 3 4 5-2 5 2 0 .
2 1 1 9 South N i n t h Street.

For Rent: room for rent or share
expenses on house. Price reasonable.
2 3 5-3476.
. References required.
-5 b 2-

-00-

Wante d : 2 girls want 1 roo�mate.

$ 80 plus l /3 of ele'Qtric bill a month.

Call 345-7694

).

Spacious male student sleeping
room. Private bath, private entrllhce .
pets. Off-street
no
cooking,
No
parking. 3 4 5 - 6 4 5 8 after 4 p.m .

7-p-4

--00-

Talk of the Town Beauty Salon.
3 4 8-80 1 2 .
D iv i s i o n .
Specializing in blow cuts, shags and
wing b&ngs. Owner Pat Miller
1 1 1 2

10-b- 1 0

Did yo u know that we're here?
.
The Family Planning Center offers
Jl3P smears, pre-marital blood tests
pregnancy tests, contraceptive a n
at
treatment
and
screening
unexpe.tted
Also,
cost.
minimal
pregn �n cy counseling and .referrals.
.
All v151ts are strictly. confidential.
Lo�ted at l O l O Y. Madison above
Grimes Motors. Call 5-681 l for ap t.
-MWTh-

d

V� _'

-3b29-

Please

ad will

classified

report

appear
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for

an

responsible

the

express an interest · and Mullally said w
"kept talking" until the deal was finalize,
•
May 24.
There have been no adverse comm�nt
about the Cardinals' visit to Eastern tha
Mullally knows of, as he pointed out tha
members ' were · "mos
team
the
cooperat ive and trieli to be as helpful a
·
they could."
Mullally said that the C ardinals visi
was of great benefit to the university � nc
the Charleston community, -as he saic
that their training camp brought publicit)
to both the university and Charleston
not to mention he jobs it made availabh
to the people needed to accommodatl
the Big Red's stay.
As to whether or not the Cardinals wil,
make Eastern their training camp site fo1
· next year, Mullally said that no one ha�
. made any commitments yet. ·
errors

ad

next · edition.
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ad
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OR
MALE
WANTED,
JiELP
envelopes · at
Address
FEMALE,
home. $800 per month, possible. See
under Business O pJ;?Ortunities.
ad
Triple " S ".
- S b 4·

ltelp w an te d ;
\ .

fOS f and fo un.d

Babysitter-housekeeper.
Wanted :
S i/hr. 3-S daily Monday through
days r or
581-2 8 1 2
Call
Friday.
Youngstowne
evenings.
348-8225
Apartments.
-sa-

Lost : Silver key with plastic blad
rim · Has no. 1 0 5 engraved on it.
345-9 7 5 1
ps- 1 - 2 8

DOON ESBURY
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J
7116 PHfJV£.
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0
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p

Crib -n-Cradle Day Care Center. ·
Licensed, close to college. 9 yrs.
'experience. . 8 . mos. thru 7 yea1s.
Contact Mrs. Larry PhUlips

....

3-b-29.

for sale
Delux
Corsair
Corona
Smith
typewriter. Like New. Best offer.
345-6340
2-p-28

616 HAC.'
8/G MAC!

I

lf'XIW
RliAllYfAT
ff /;tXJ/N
mr NOW, 816 MAC.I
/XNT 'IOU? 616 MAC!
I

I

/llG WC! 816
HAC! 816NAC!

+

816, 816, 8/6, .
MAC, BIG, 11/k:,

r

MAC!! .
\

Epicure 400 plus speakers still
345-2 1 5 6.
call
warranty,
under
between 2-S p.m. M thru F, Ask for
Martin.
-3J>27-

For Sale: 1 9 69 Cambridge Mobile
Home. 1 2 x 60 with tipout. 2
bedrooms, carpeting, A/C for air
conditioner, tie down, washer &
dryer. 8 x 8 util. & . build large roofed
location.
Excellent
porch.
front
lmmed. poss . . 348-8 1 1 1 , or after 5
p.m. 345-4 3 3 1 .

DOONESBURY

2-b-2 8

Poodl�

puppies

$SO.

348-8820 before 9 or after s .

Phone

-S p4-

1 973 ice box and stove excellent

condition. Call Jim 345-2949.
- 8p9:

for rea t
For sale or rent: 1 970 Academy
Mobile Home. 12 x 60 with tip-out,
located in trailer court behind IGA,
schools,
for
location
excellent
swimming pool, laundromat. Phone
345-3409 after 6 p.m.
2-b-29

SUit#,
ru. PVT

11/i.R QV•.
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·
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Panthers prepare to start winning tradition
was
Tech
said
K o nstantinos
"potentially the best" on the upcoming
schedule.
Eastern
will
have
26
returning
lettermen along with numerous freshmen
and junior college transfers.
Whe.n asked if any ot the starting
positions had been sewn up, Konstantinos
remarked, "Contrary to the Charleston
Courier no positions have been wrapped
up yet ! "
The Times Courier reported recently
that the quarterback position was already
decided.
He cited the scrimmages today·and this
Saturday on O'Brien Field as the basis for
picking his starting squa\i.
Eastern will be running the new "veer"
offense this season and Konstantinos said
the players have adjusted well. ·
.
The veer offense will probably display
more passing than last ye!ir's wishbone.
On the defensive side the Panthers will
be utilizing a zone with a 52 front.
This consists of five defensive linemen
and two linebackers, with the four deep

By Tim Yonke

Breaking . a losing tradition w ill be on
minds of the Eastern football
the
Panthers when they travel to Cedar F alls,
Iowa, to battle the N orthern Iowa
Panthers in theirseason opener Sept. 6.
John Konstantinos, who is beginning
his first year as head coach at E astern ,
said the Panthe rs were working in a
P<>sitive direction to make the 1 975
football season a successful one.
"We've probably worked this group
harder than any other team at Eastern
before," he said.
tough,"
hung
really
"They've
Konstantinos said adding that "it takes a
little time for the players to adjust to a
new coach and a new system."
Iowa, which is one of four
·, . Northern
new teams on Eastern's schedule, had_ a

fine 7-3 record in 1 974 .
. Konstantinos remarked that N orthern
Iowa is ex pecting an even better season
this year and possibly their best team

sin ce 1 964.
He· added that the schedule changes
will probably make the season a little
tougher for Eastern gridders.

past with the addition of the new offenSll
Eastern averaged � meager eight poin 'I
per contest in 1 974.
Konstantinos has set a team gOlil fo�
the Panthers .to strive for this season.
He wants to achieve the best record in
t he la!lt 20 years here at Eastern.
It will take at least six victories for t
new coach and his football Panthers to
accomplish that goal.

backs covering certain zones.
Konstantinos. re.m a rk e d that this was
basically · what the Panthers had played

e a stern n e w s -

e

The new head coach also said that
defense iflhe key to winning_games.
"Play solid defense and you're in every
game," he added.
. He expects the defense t'o be _as strong
this season as they were last year when
they yielded an average of 1 5 points a
game and just eight points a game over
the final six games.
Konstantinos said they should be doing
more scoring than they have done in the

sports
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last season.
As far as his coaching duties during the
games, he is "considering very strongly"
directing the squad from the pressbox.
This- procedure was begun last season
by former head coach Jack_Dean.
"The sidelines are the worst · seats in
the house," he �id adding that the view
from the pressbox enables him to get a
better perspective of the game.
Konstantinos plans to call most of the
plays du{ing the games.

Coach John Konstantinos gives instructions to Panther backs as they undergo
preseason drills.

Soccer team sets goals in preparation for new season

il
c
t:
hi
ti
0

By Dave Shanks

'

With the nucleus of last year's fourth
place D ivision II team returning, the
outlook for the 1 97 5 Ea�tt:r n so ccer
campaign looks as good as.· · if not more
im·pressive than last year.
Coach Fritz Teller has 1 2 retur ning
lettermen for this year as he began
putting his team through practice drills
Monday. ·
Eastern lost last November in the
semi-finals
of
the
Division
II
championships to Seattle Pacific College
1

3-2.

The game ended tie<,i 2-2 at the end of
regulation time after which both clubs
battle4 through three com p1et.e overtime
periods before Seattle Pacific scored the

.

winning goal m the t ourth overtime on an
indirect free kick.
G one fr om that highly successful team
in starting roles will be link Chezio
Mosnia, a
four-year
letterman, and
Gordo
Martz and Dennis Dougherty
?
who did not return to school.
To fill these vacancies, Teller said he

forward .from Jamaica. Blair can play
either left wing or inside and he has a
strong shot matched with good ball
controlling ability.
George . Gorleku, a defensive player
from ·Ghana, is expected to see action at
either the sweeper or center half position.
Owen Hylton, a forward from Chicago
feels he had a good year for recruitment with playing experience -in Jamaica as
and
he hopes that these recruited well as with the Chicago All Stars, should ·
freshmen will be able to pick up the roles also help the club as he likes to attack
vacated ·by the three now-absent players. and shoot, Teller said.
High on Teller's recruitment list was
Victor Meza, also a forward and Emilio
John Baretta. Baretta is a goalie and from Francis round out Teller's recruits.
Most impottantly, perhaps, is that all
Canada and one who Teller hopes will be
able to move in to 'strengthen the goalie · six of these men are freshf!ien.
He said that he recuited to "fill specific
position.
Also on the list is Miguel Blair, a needs," noting that he felt the Panthers

m'.,.'*Z,:?"Bif'®i�B.'::£

... �t

Eastern goalie John Anderson makes a diving stop on a
atter;npi d':'fi�. $0ccer pra�h:e . T.�esd';'Y· D�.i ls b4tgan

�

<

Monday in preparation for the hooters opening match against
Aurora College Sept. 13.

needed added power in the forward, back
and goalie positions.
Teller and his 1 975 team have set four
goals that they hope to accomplish this
season.
Teller said .that the first goal is to play
and do a good job in each game, the
second goal is te be ranked nationally.
the third to defend their title iit the
Illinois State Soccer Tournament with the
fourth goal, naturally, to be in post
season competition.
Last year, the Panthers were ranked 1 9
in the nation among all colleges and
universities.
Teller- said that he felt last year's team
strength was simply the scoring.
He mentioned that the Panthers were
not shutout in any game.
In the goalie category, the Panthers
have two men returning who have game
ex perience, Zen Balchunas and John
Anderson_
Teller said that . Balchunas is still
nursing a back. fujury received in the
latter part of last season which forced
him to the sidelines and gave Anderso!I:
the opportunity 'to get in playing time.
With the return of Ba lchunas to full
strength as well as w ith Anderson and
new recruit Baretta, 'teller said that the
goalie position should be "well covered."
. Returning lo bolster the Booter's
attack is sophomore Leonard "Chicken't
M ason who was last season's leading
scorer.
With his speed and ball control, Mason
should provide a threat to the opposition.
Siggy Eichhorst, who Teller reports has
one of the best shots fn college soccer,
will be returning with his excellent moves
as well as ball control.
Other . experienced veterans 'of the
Panther squad include links Greg Milburn
and Dave Soderman.
Terry Mi.irphy started last year in the
right
fullback
slot
and
plays
a
cool-headed game, reported Teller.
(See BOOTERS, page 6)
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